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D A N S K R E S U M E

Superleder-halvleder hybrider studeres hovedsageligt pga. den
potentielle opdagelse af Majorana tilstande som kunne facilitere
skalerbare kvantecomputere. Vigtige aspekter af kredsløbsbehan-
dling inkluderer mønstring og fjernelse af superledende materi-
aler, hvilket kan føre til urenheder/uregelmæssigheder i hybrid-
erne. Denne afhandling undersøger nye teknikker til superleder
mønstring.

Vi demonstrerer udsigterne for brugen af anodisk oxidation på
transparante superleder-halvleder hybrider, specific på lavtliggende
2-dimensionel elektrogas (2DEG) heterostrukture aflsuttet med
epitaksialt dyrket Al. Delvis oxidation af Al øger dets superledende
kritiske temperatur samt dets kritiske magnetfelt. Sammenlignet
med brugen af sædvanlig Al æts, så passiverer en komplet oxider-
ing af Al den underliggende 2DEG, og øger dets ledningsbæres
egenskaber. Kvante Hall effekt opnås en Tesla under det højest
opnåede kritiske magnetfelt af oxideret aluminum. Brugen af
en metalskabelon til litografi af anodisk oxidering muliggøre en
tværgående opløsning < 50 nm. Masken bruges til at konstruere
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et magnetfelt-robust Josephson knudepunkt. Det nye materialesys-
tem, bestående af en forstyrret superleder i transparent kobling
til en underliggende 2DEG, viser 1/B periodiske svingninger i
magnetomodstand, både under og over det superledende kristiske
magnetfelt. Især oscillationerne under the kristiske magnetfelt
studeres som funktion af magnetfelt, temperatur og DC strøm.
Til sidst uddybes forslag til forbedring af processen til anodisk
oxidation samt forslag til yderligere materiale opgraderinger.



A B S T R A C T

Superconductor-semiconductor hybrids are studied, mainly due
to the potential discovery of Majorana zero modes that could fa-
cilitate scalable quantum computers. Improving material quality
and fabrication processes is believed necessary in order to realize
Majorana zero mode applications. Important aspects of device
processing include patterning and removal of superconducting
material, which can lead to disorder/irregularities of the hybrid.
This thesis investigates new techniques for superconductor pat-
terning.

We demonstrate the prospects of using anodic oxidation on
transparent superconductor-semiconductor hybrids, specifically
on shallow InAs 2-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) heterostruc-
tures terminated with epitaxially grown Al. Partial oxidation of
Al increases its superconducting critical temperature and critical
magnetic fields. Compared to using a regular Al etch, a full Al
oxidation passivates the underlying 2DEG, enhancing the carrier
properties. The quantum Hall effect is achieved one tesla below
the highest achieved critical field of oxidized Al. Using a metal
mask for lithography enables a lateral resolution < 50 nm with
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anodic oxidation. The mask is used to construct a magnetic field
resilient Josephson junction. The novel system of a disordered su-
perconductor with transparent coupling to an underlying 2DEG,
shows 1/B periodic magnetoresistivity oscillations both below
and above the superconducting critical field. In particular, the
oscillations below the critical field is studied as a function of
magnetic field, temperature, and DC current. Lastly, suggestions
for improvements of the anodic oxidation setup and for further
material upgrades are elaborated.
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1W H Y W O R K O N S U P E R C O N D U C T O R -
S E M I C O N D U C T O R H Y B R I D S ?

If not familiar with two-dimensional electron gasses, quantum Hall
effect, superconductivity, and/or the proximity effect the reader is

suggested to start reading chapter 2, where the essentials of these topics
are briefly covered.

1.1 topological quantum computers

Quantum computers1. Back in 1982, Richard Feynman postulated that
to simulate quantum systems we would need to build quantum com-
puters [1]. It requires a huge amount of data and time for a classical
computer to simulate the probabilistic nature of quantum systems. In-
stead, we could try to build a quantum system that directly simulates the
problem we want to solve. Even better, universal quantum computers
would enable us to solve different kinds of problems. It was later real-
ized that with certain algorithms, quantum computers could also solve
classical problems that are unsolvable2 for classical computers, eg. the
famous Shor’s algorithm [2].

1 ... is one of the answers to the title; for sure the financially most prominent.
2 Unsolvable means that it would take unfeasible amount of time.
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The promise of unfathomable computing power has captivated the
attention of many big tech companies as well as governments in America,
Asia and Europe. Thus, quantum computers and related technologies
have become some of the most funded scientific ventures of all time.

The quantum supremacy milestone3 was reach in 2019 where the
Google team, led by J. Martinis, used a collection of superconducting
quantum bits to do a specifically designed simulation in a matter of
minutes [3]. They stated: "our benchmarks currently indicate that the
equivalent task for a state-of-the-art classical supercomputer would take
approximately 10,000 years".

Though promising, we are still far from the end goal of a universal
scalable, fault tolerant quantum computer. The scaling of most quantum
bits, including the superconducting ones, are limited by cross talk and
their decoherence times being too short. The amount of operations
(calculations) we can do is limited by the loss of quantum information
over time.

Another proposed quantum bit (yet to be realized) is based on the
topological nature of Majorana modes, protecting them from local per-
turbations, which potentially prolong coherence times [4]. Belonging
to a novel class of particles, Majorana modes would also be a highly
interesting topic for general academic research, and the first researchers
to verify its existence should expect an invitation to Stockholm. Some of
the most promising proposals for realizing Majorana modes are based
on low-dimensional superconductor-semiconductor hybrids [5–8].

Other academic research progresses rely on high quality super-conductor-
semiconductor hybrids. Eg. the combination of quantum Hall effect and
superconductivity have many intriguing prospects, including exotic cir-
cuit elements [9].

3 Quantum supremacy: Demonstration of a quantum computer calculating a classi-
cally unsolvable problem.
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1.2 material quality

Over the past decade, significant improvements of superconductor-semiconductor
hybrids have been established, especially with the epitaxial match by
in-situ growth of the hybrid stack, demonstrated on vapour-liquid-solid
nanowires [10], two-dimensional electron gases [11] and selective area
growth [12]. A high quality growth lays a good foundation for potential
new discoveries, but the following fabrication (construction) of devices is
an equally important factor. With the ever increasing demands on mate-
rial quality for new experiments, optimization of growth and fabrication
is necessary.

The topic, that ended up becoming the main portion of this PhD
dissertation is the use of anodic oxidation in fabrication of epitaxial
hybrids to enhance their properties.

It started as a small quest of trying to realize a cute idea. The idea,
put out by David Tuckerman and Burton Smith from Microsoft, was
mentioned in W. Changs thesis from 2014 [13]: "...we can selectively turn
parts of the Al shell into Al2O3 via electrolytic anodization... This method
should protect the InAs core and retain its innate mean free path...".

Besides verifying increase of the semiconductor mean free path, the
application of anodic oxidation also led to an unexpected study of dis-
ordered SC, which at first, to us, was unknown territory with peculiar
superconducting properties.

1.3 dissertation structure

Most of the essentials needed to understand the topics of this dissertation
are mentioned in chapter 2. Our material of choice is a shallow InAs
2DEG capped with epitaxially grown Al. This material and its current
state of the art fabrication are elaborated in chapter 3, which also intro-
duces the procedure for implementing anodic oxidation. The chapter
also shows how to measure and characterize a wafer.

Chapter 4 presents results from anodic oxidation of epitaxial Al grown
on insulating GaAs. A partial oxidation shows increases in critical temper-
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ature and in particular critical fields; both parallel and perpendicular to
the Al plane. A transmission-electron-microscopy study of the anodized
film identifies a bumpy morphology. The results indicate Al becoming
disordered by the oxidation.

Similar improved superconducting properties are found for partially
oxidized Al on a shallow InAs 2DEG heterostructure, presented in chap-
ter 5. Data from fully oxidized Al shows an improvement of carrier
mobility in the underlying 2DEG compared to when implementing a
regular Al etch. Hall bars with the highest mobilities are studied at high
perpendicular magnetic fields, showing integer quantum Hall effect.

Our progress in enabling lithography with anodic oxidation with
nanoscopic lateral resolution is elaborated in chapter 6. Verification
of the resolution is done by realization of a thin, elongated Josephson
junction. It shows oscillations of the critical current as a function of both
the perpendicular and in-plane magnetic field, transverse to the transport
direction.

Having a disordered superconductor in transparent connection to a
2DEG composes a novel material system. Chapter 7 studies magnetore-
sistivity oscillations in this system, in particular the small oscillations that
emerge at magnetic fields B < Bc are studied as a function of magnetic
field, temperature and DC current bias.

The final chapter 8 discusses different further improvements to our
hybrid material system. These include incorporating Sb in the heterostruc-
ture, improving the anodic oxidation process setup and enabling univer-
sal fabrication with anodic oxidation benefits. Finally other strategies for
incorporating Al oxidation in our process flow is elaborated.



2
E S S E N T I A L C O N C E P T S

Semiconductors, superconductors, and hybrids of the two, are heavily
studied systems, both theoretically and experimentally. This is testified
by the immense literature on those subjects. This chapter will highlight
the essential knowledge within that literature, needed to understand the
methods and results of the work presented in this thesis. The reader is
assumed to have a prior undergrad level of knowledge about solid state
physics.

Semiconductors, in particular two-dimensional electron gasses are elab-
orated in section 2.1 while section 2.2 elaborates emerging phenomena
induced by applying external magnetic fields. Section 2.3 presents key
properties of superconductors while section 2.4 displays the theory of
superconductor interfaces, in particular with semiconductors.

5



6 essential concepts

2.1 semiconductor : two-dimensional electron gas

The discovery of semiconductors and their applications, especially the
transistor1, has shaped our computer-based modern society. This section
will introduce key-features of semiconductors, working towards our
understanding of 2DEGs and the integer quantum Hall effect.

2.1.1 Models for electron transport in materials.

Before we talk about semiconductors, we will start with a quick brush-up
on the more general topic of electron motion in materials. More thorough
elaborations can be found in solid state text books such as refs [14–17].

Naively, one would think that electrons scatter on all neighboring
atoms, which are spaced by a few Å. Blochs theorem tells a different
story: When in a perfectly periodic potential, like that from an atomic
lattice, the electron wavefunctions will adjust and form plane waves:(

uk(r)
vk(r)

)
= eikr

(
u0

v0

)
, (2.1)

where u0 and v0 are the amplitudes for electron and hole excitations; holes
being vacant electrons. Variables in bold font are vectors; r represents
real-space and k the reciprocal space. These freely moving effective
particles, called quasi particles, have a new dispersion relation found by
solving the Schrödinger equation:(

H(r) 0
0 −H(r)

)(
uk(r)
vk(r)

)
= E

(
uk(r)
vk(r)

)
. (2.2)

The Hamiltonian is

H(r) = − h̄2

2m∗
∇2

r − µ, (2.3)

1 Pioneering work was awarded the Nobel prize in physics 1956:
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1956/summary/0

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1956/summary/0
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resulting in the dispersion relation:

E(k) =
h̄2k2

2m∗
− µ, (2.4)

where h̄ is Planck’s constant, µ is the chemical potential equal to the
Fermi energy at zero temperature, and m∗ the effective mass of the quasi
particles. It is given by the local curvature at the dispersion minimum:

m∗ = h̄2
(

d2E
dk2

)−1

. (2.5)

The Fermi energy

EF(kF) =
h̄2k2

F
2m∗

, (2.6)

with the Fermi wave number, kF, enables extraction of the Fermi velocity

vF =
h̄kF
m∗

, (2.7)

the speed with which chemically available electrons move.
Blochs theory describes real materials well - to an extent. No physical

material is defect-free and any irregularity to the lattice would cause
the plane wave to collapse and re-disperse, causing the quasi particle
to scatter. This is where Drude’s theory on diffusive electron transport
becomes very helpful. The theory assumes that electrons have a proba-
bilistic scattering time τe. When they scatter, their average velocity goes
to zero. In between scattering events they are accelerated by the Lorentz
force of external electric E and magnetic B fields

F = −e(E + v× B), (2.8)

e being the electronic charge, and v the velocity. With Drudes model,
important material parameters can be extracted from simple electrical
measurements on Hall bars, see figure 2.1(a). The longitudinal and Hall
resistivities

ρxx =
Vxx

I
W
L

ρxy =
Vxy

I
(2.9)

shall be used in the following derivation, inspired by ref. [17].
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I
ρ

xyVxx

B

ρ

xxρ

(a) (b)

B

VxyL
W

Figure 2.1: Hall bar measurement: (a) Sketch of Hall bar and correspond-
ing measurement setup. A current I is sourced and Vxx and
Vxy are measured as a function of applied field B. Width, W
and length L of the active region of the bar is defined. (b)
Expected B-dependence of longitudinal and Hall resistivity.

Consider an electron, at time t, has an average momentum 〈p(t)〉 and
ask: What is the average momentum at a later time (t + dt)? From
the conditions given above, the particle could either have scattered

〈p(t + dt)〉 = 0 with probability dt/τe; or continued its path, accelerated
by equation 2.8, 〈p(t + dt)〉 = 〈p(t)〉+ Fdt, with probability (1− dt/τe).
The full equation becomes:

〈p(t + dt)〉 = 0 · dt/τe + (〈p(t)〉+ Fdt) · (1− dt/τe) ,

and is reduced by only considering linear order in dt:

d 〈p(t + dt)〉
dt

− d 〈p(t)〉
dt

= F − 〈p(t)〉
τe

Applying an electric field only, in steady state, we find:

d 〈p〉
dt

= 0 = −eE− 〈p〉
τe

→ 〈p〉 = m∗ 〈v〉 = −eτeE. (2.10)

With the relation: v = µE, we can extract an expression for the carrier
mobility

µ = eτe/m∗. (2.11)
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Writing equation 2.10 into Ohms law, we can extract a lot of information
from a conductivity, σ, measurement.

σE = 〈j〉 = −ene 〈v〉 =
e2τene

m∗
E, (2.12)

with the current density j and the carrier density ne.
Now, applying an electric and a magnetic field, in the steady state, we

find:

0 = −e(E + 〈v〉 × B)− 〈p〉
τe

→ E =

(
〈j〉 × B

ne
+

m∗

e2neτe
〈j〉
)
= ρ 〈j〉 ,

(2.13)

with ρ being the 3× 3 resistivity tensor. The longitudinal component is

ρxx = ρyy = ρzz =
m∗

e2neτe
=

1
eneµ

, (2.14)

with the last equality obtained by plugging in equation 2.11. If B ‖ ẑ, the
Hall resistivity will be

ρxy =
B

nee
→ ne =

(
e

dρxy

dB

∣∣∣∣
B=0

)−1

. (2.15)

Knowing ne, we can now extract µ from equation equation 2.14

µ =
1

eneρxx
. (2.16)

With ρxx and the field dependence of ρxy, see figure 2.1(b), we can extract
ne and µ without knowing anything about a material other than the
charge of its carriers e.

Another important quantity, extractable from measurements, is the
mean free path, le, the mean distance traveled between consecutive
scattering events. By combining equation 2.7 and equation 2.11 we find
the following expression

le = vF · τe =
µh̄kF

e
. (2.17)
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In subsection 2.1.3 and subsection 2.2.3, we will elaborate how to extract
kF and m∗ from measurements of 2-dimensional electron gasses.

For bulk metals, τe, ne, µ, and le are material constants, which can be
looked up in literature. For semiconductors, they are tuneable parameters
controlled by externally applied electric fields as well as the electrostatic
potential from the surrounding heterostructure. Therefore, the extractions
from resistivity measurements are key in understanding the state of the
carriers in a semiconductor in any given configuration.

2.1.2 Semiconductor transport

In the following subsection, we will cover semiconductors and their
improvements over the past decades.

Semiconductors are characterized by having a small2 band gap, EG,
around the Fermi energy, separating conduction band and valence band.
Bulk semiconductors are thus insulating when EG is the largest energy
scale, since all available electron states are occupied. Through electro-
statics, eg. from the surrounding heterostructure or from a field effect
transistor (also called a gate), EF can be pulled into either of the bands,
thus enabling conductance.

In our structures, we occupy the conduction band; we label the bottom
of the band EC. By bringing EF above but still close to EC, low carrier
density conductors can be created; low compared to the high carrier
density of metals3. With many orders of magnitude decrease in carrier
density, electron-electron scattering becomes insignificant, enabling a
large electron mean free path le. Many quantum phenomena, some of
which are presented in section 2.2, depend on le being longer than the
length scales associated with these phenomena.

On a quest for increasing le, the amount of scattering has to be reduced.
Two significant scattering contributors had to be overcome: impurity
scattering and intersubband scattering. Rather than tracking and reporting
le, it is easier, as we saw above, to extract µ from magnetoresistivity

2 The definition of small varies but can be up to a few eV [15]
3 Charge carrier density of a metal is found by multiplying its atomic density
∼ 1022 cm−2 [15] with its amount of valence electrons.
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Figure 2.2: Carrier mobility versus material quality: Graph showing
carrier mobility versus temperature, (×) showing difference
between ’Bulk’ GaAs and ’Clean bulk’, and (◦) showing the
improvements in 2DEG heterostructure growths. [Re-print
from ref. [14]].

measurements. Combining equation 2.11 and equation 2.17, we see that
le and µ are linearly proportional

µ =
e

m∗vF
le (2.18)

Impurity scattering can be understood through Bloch’s theorem. Impu-
rities break the lattice periodicity thus causing scattering. Clean materials
are therefore needed to optimize transport properties and have been a
major focus of research over the past decades. Development of crystal
growth techniques such as Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) enables mono
layer deposition of various elements on substrate. Doing the deposition
inside ultra-high vacuum (∼ 10−10 to 10−12 Torr) chambers enabled huge
improvements in the cleanliness of materials. The mobility improvement
is clearly displayed by the bulk data (×) in figure 2.2. The cleaner bulk
has more than an order of magnitude increased mobility.
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Before elaborating intersubband scattering, we’ll recall what a subband
is. Let us assume we have carriers moving in a bulk material along the
x-y-plane. They are degenerate due to the lack of confinement. By confin-
ing the carriers transverse to their travel direction, along the z-direction,
discrete energy-levels called subbands are formed. Intersubband scatter-
ing is scattering between these subbands and was first experimentally
verified in 1982 [18]. The obvious solution is to design materials with
only a single occupied subband. This has been achieved by embedding
quantum wells, along the growth direction, in heterostructures. Such
heterostructures are what enables mobilities larger than 106 cm2/Vs as
shown by (◦) data in figure 2.2. Heterostructure quantum wells are
further elaborated below in subsection 2.1.3.

Even though a low electron density is key in obtaining high mobilities,
the density can be too low. By decreasing ne, we decrease the radius of
the Fermi sphere. At some point the radius kF becomes comparable to
the Thomas-Fermi wave number qTF [14]. When kF ∼ qTF fluctuations
have a higher probability of flipping the momentum of the carriers. This
prevents them getting from A to B, thus decreasing the mobility.

One last thing worth addressing is how to realize electrical contacts
between metal and semiconductor. For most semiconductor-metal junc-
tions, a Schottky barrier [14, 16] is formed at the interface. The metal work
function is greater than that of the semiconductor, whose conduction
band is pulled up at the interface causing a resistive contact. Through
annealing a dirty but low resistance interface can be made. One exception
is the semiconductor InAs, which has a surface accumulation layer, with
increased free carrier concentration, that negates the Schottky barrier, and
allows for a low resistive metal contact through regular metal deposition.

2.1.3 2-Dimensional Electron Gas

The confinement given by a heterostructure quantum well removes one
degree of freedom from the carriers, giving them a 2-dimensional nature.
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Assuming confinement in ẑ-direction from an Lz wide infinite quantum
square well, the quantized energy of the nth mode becomes [19]

En =
h̄2π2n2

2m∗L2
z

. (2.19)

Besides enabling enhanced mobilities, these 2-dimensional electron gasses
(2DEGs) give rise to new physics such as the quantum Hall effect4,
elaborated in subsection 2.2.4. Quantum wells are engineered by stacking
materials with different conduction band energies EC1 < EC2 . One way
is to sandwich the EC1 material with EC2 material forming a square well.
Placing EF in between the two conduction bands accumulates carriers
only in the material with EC1 . Different quantum well shapes have been
used over the years. The highest reported mobilities have been achieved in
GaAs/AlGaAs interfaces with triangular quantum wells [20, 21]. Among
more recent high-mobility candidates, InAs quantum wells [22–24] and
graphene encapsulated in hBN [25, 26], both have square quantum wells.

Carriers in a 2DEG are well described by a finite square well. By
orienting our coordinates for the well is grown along ẑ, the energy of
subband n becomes:

En(kx, ky) =
h̄2|k|2
2m∗

+ En, (2.20)

As elaborated in all solid state text books, eg. ref [15, 17], a 2-dimensional
Fermi sea has the following electron density:

ne = 2
1

(2π)2 πk2
F =

k2
F

2π
=

EFm∗

πh̄2 , (2.21)

resulting in an energy-independent density of states:

D2D(E) =
dne

dE
=

m∗

πh̄2 . (2.22)

4 Two Nobel prizes were awarded for discoveries of quantum Hall effect:
Integer quantum Hall effect in 1985: https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/
physics/1985/summary/
Fractional quantum Hall effect in 1998: https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/
physics/1998/summary/

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1985/summary/
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1985/summary/
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1998/summary/
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1998/summary/
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From equation 2.21, we can extract kF of a 2DEG by knowing its density,
extractable from Hall measurements, see equation 2.15. With kF and m∗

we can, with equation 2.7, extract vF and le

kF =
√

2πne, (2.23)

vF =
h̄
√

2πne

m∗
, (2.24)

le =
µh̄
√

2πne

e
. (2.25)

For this thesis, we chose to work with InAs 2DEGs. Many reasons (all
of which are elaborated in section 3.1) lie behind this choice, one of them
being the high spin-orbit coupling, which is the topic of the following
subsection.

2.1.4 Spin-Orbit coupling

Spin-orbit (SO) coupling is a relativistic effect known from atomic physics;
an electron orbiting its atom, will in its own rest frame experience the
atom orbiting itself. Thus the electron experiences a magnetic field that
couples to its spin. A similar effect happens for electrons moving through
charged environments in materials, experiencing electrical fields[16].

As mentioned in subsection 2.1.3, quantum wells are formed in het-
erostructures by sandwiching materials with respective band offsets. The
offsets, holding the carriers in place, are effectively applying an electric
field on the carriers, pushing them into the well. Another field, that can
be applied perpendicular to the 2DEG plane, is the field from a field
effect transistor. Both the internal and the external electrical fields add a
Rashba spin-orbit term to the Hamiltonian[16]:

HR = αR(σxky − σykx), (2.26)

with σx and σy being the Pauli matrices, in the plane of the 2DEG. From
equation 2.26, we see that the Rashba spin orbit coupling will align spins
in the plane of the 2DEG, but orthogonal on the current direction.
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Another contribution, known as Dresselhaus spin orbit coupling, stems
from a lack of inversion symmetry in the crystal structure [16]. In bulk
InAs, Rashba spin orbit dominates Dresselhaus spin orbit [16]. To verify
whether this is also the case for our shallow InAs 2DEG with Al on top,
we measured the magnetic field dependence on Coulomb blockade peaks
of a charged island [27]. From varying the magnetic field directions, we
found Rashba to be the dominating spin-orbit contributor and estimated
a lower bound of αR = 120 meVÅ, for these hybrid systems.

With the basics of 2DEG transport covered, we can now look at how it
is altered by the application of magnetic fields.

2.2 magnetic field induced phenomena in 2degs

A zoo of phenomena can emerge when magnetic fields are applied to
2DEGs, especially if the carriers have a sufficiently long le. This section
will recap the ones that are important for the research presented in this
thesis.

2.2.1 Zeeman

At zero magnetic field, the spin-states of freely moving electrons are
degenerate. By exposing them to a uniform field, B, the spins will precess
around the field axis leading to a Zeeman split of the spin energies[16]

EZ = ±1
2

gµBB, (2.27)

with g the g-factor (g ∼ 2 for metals) and µB the Bohr magneton. As
for their mass, quasi particles in semiconductors also have a material
dependent effective g-factor5, g∗. In equation 2.27, the energy of states
with spins pointing along B is decreased while states with opposing
spins have their energies increased.

5 Both sign and amplitude can vary, with some amplitudes being smaller than 2

and others being more than an order of magnitude larger.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Weak localization: (a) Schematic showing time reversal sym-
metric clockwise and anit-clockwise paths in a diffusive sys-
tem. (b) Data from a depleted Hall bar showing a weak
localization resistance peak at B ⊥= 0.

2.2.2 Weak Localization

From the Lorentz force, equation 2.8, we know that magnetic fields curve
the path of moving charges. By pausing the particle’s motion and letting
time run backwards, the particle would not follow the original path back.
Therefore, time reversal symmetry is broken by magnetic fields. One
effect showing the breaking of time reversal is weak localization.

In a diffusive material, there is a finite probability that an electron,
through consecutive scattering events, propagates along a circular path,
sending the electron back where it came from, see figure 2.3(a). This leads
to an increase of resistance, since electrons going in circles have a lower
probability of transmitting. Going clockwise and anti-clockwise cannot
be distinguished due to time-reversal symmetry. The two paths interfere
constructively thus further increasing the probability of an electron taking
the loop. This phenomenon is called weak localization.

The application of a magnetic field breaks time reversal symmetry and
therefore decreases the resistance leading to a peak around zero field, see
figure 2.3(b).

The role of interference dictates a strong dependence on the phase
coherence length ξ. For weak localization to be present, the relation ξ > le
has to be fulfilled, since large le would only lead to long circular paths
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under which phase would be lost, making interference impossible. Both
the height in resistance and the width in B is increased with decreasing
le [16].

2.2.3 Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations

As discussed in subsection 2.1.1, we expect ρxx to be constant in B while
ρxy has a linear dependence. Such an assumption is true for small fields,
until ωcτe ∼ 1, with ωc = |e|B⊥/m∗ being the cyclotron frequency. From
here on, electron orbits are formed with new eigenenergies [16]

En = h̄ωc

(
n +

1
2

)
, (2.28)

equal to those of a harmonic oscillator with n = (0, 1, 2, ...) being the
excitation level. The absence of a k-dependence of the energy indicates
that states with different k, but same n, are degenerate. These form the
so-called Landau levels, see figure 2.4(a).

To extract the amount of occupied filled Landau levels at a given B⊥
and ne, we define the number of allowed states, per level, per unit area
[16]:

nL =
|e|B⊥

h
. (2.29)

The number of occupied Landau levels, called the filling factor, is given
by

ν =
ne

nL
=

neh
|e|B⊥

. (2.30)

Since En and the capacity of each level increases with B⊥, fewer and
fewer levels are occupied and ν decreases. This causes EF to oscillate as a
function of B⊥, as shown with the dashed line in figure 2.4 (a).

Until now, we have not taken the spin degeneracy into account and all
Landau levels would be doubly occupied, so ν would only jump between
even values. When Zeeman energy, g∗µBB, becomes comparable to the
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Figure 2.4: Landau levels. (a) Energy of spin-degenerate Landau levels
as a function of B⊥, called a Landau fan, for a selection of
ne. The dashed line shows how the Fermi energy oscillates
with B⊥ at a fixed ne. [Inspired by figure 16.5 from [16]] (b)
Shubnikov de Haas oscillations of ρxx in B⊥, calculated by
equation 2.33. The oscillations peak at certain fields Bm which
are indicated.

Landau level spacing, h̄ωc, odd levels are distinguishable, enabling odd
values of ν. The new eigenenergies are

E±n = h̄ωc

(
n +

1
2

)
± 1

2
g∗µBB⊥, (2.31)

and the density of states:

D2D =
|e|B⊥

h ∑
n,σ=±

δ (E− Eσ
n) . (2.32)

The presence of disorder, lifts the k-degeneracy and gives the delta
peaks of equation 2.32 a Gaussian broadening and their widths and
heights increase with B⊥. As the density oscillates, so does ρxx [16]:

ρxx(B⊥, T, ne) =
m∗

nee2τ0
·[

1− 2e−
π

ωcτq
2π2kBT/h̄ωc

sinh(2π2kBT/h̄ωc)
cos

(
2π

hne

2eB⊥

)]
,

(2.33)

with kB being the Boltzmann constant, τq the lifetime of the quantum
state and τ0 = τe(B = 0). A plot of ρxx(B⊥) is shown in figure 2.4(b),
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displaying Shubnikov-de Hass oscillations. Variable values were chosen to
highlight the increase of oscillations width and amplitude with B⊥. From
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations, ne and m∗ can be extracted.

Extracting electron density. From equation 2.33, we see that Shubnikov-
de Haas oscillations have the period: 2π hn

2|e|B⊥ . By extracting the fields
Bm for which the oscillations peaks, indicated in figure 2.4(b). Plotting
1/Bm as a function of m one should find a linear slope

∆
(

1
B⊥

)
=

∣∣∣∣ 1
Bm+1

− 1
Bm

∣∣∣∣ = 2|e|
hne

, (2.34)

from which ne can be extracted.
Extracting effective mass. The amplitude of Shubnikov-de Haas oscil-

lations:

A(T, Bm) = 2e−
π

ωcτq
2π2kBTm∗/h̄|e|Bm

sinh(2π2kBTm∗/h̄|e|Bm)
, (2.35)

is reduced by increasing temperature. The relative amplitude, measured
at different temperatures T and T0 (the base temperature of the setup)
becomes:

A(T, Bm)

A(T0, Bm)
=

T sinh(2π2kBT0m∗/h̄|e|Bm)

T0 sinh(2π2kBTm∗/h̄|e|Bm)
. (2.36)

By measuring and plotting the relative amplitude versus T, equation 2.36

can be used to fit the data with m∗ being the only fit parameter.
Next, we will look into how the transport in a clean 2DEG is altered in

large fields.

2.2.4 Integer Quantum Hall Effect

Assume we have a clean and low density 2DEG. When applying B⊥
on the order of tesla the longitudinal resistivity, ρxx, of a mesoscopic
Hall bar is zero each time the Landau levels are filled. Consequently,
the Hall resistivity ρxy obtains plateaus with the value ρxy = h/νe2, see
figure 2.5(a). This is called the integer quantum Hall effect, and was the
first observation of a topological insulator.
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Figure 2.5: Integer quantum Hall effect. (a) Longitudinal and Hall resis-
tivity versus applied magnetic field showing ρxy plateauing
as ρxx = 0, hallmarks of the integer quantum Hall effect. (b)
Transport in a 2DEG in the quantum Hall state where all bulk
states are localized. Opposite edge currents travel in opposing
directions. Inset sketches skipping motion of edge electrons.
(c) Situation where bulk is conducting, enabling coupling the
opposite edge current. Adapted from [16].
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A simple explanation is the following. As B⊥ is increased, the cyclotron
orbit radius

rc =
vF
ωc

=
h̄kF
|e|B⊥

=
h̄
√

2πne

|e|B⊥
(2.37)

decreases. For a clean 2DEG, eventually, electrons in the bulk are local-
ized in orbits while the outermost states conduct along the edges, see
figure 2.5(b). The inset shows a semi-classical picture of the edge electrons
performing skipping orbits. Due to the edge states, the probe potentials
have the following correlation: V1 = V2 = V3 and V4 = V5 = V6. It
follows that ρxx = V6−V5

I = 0 and ρxy = V3−V5
I 6= 0. The size of ρxy is

determined by the filling ν. Each filled Landau level adds a single con-
ducting electron channel, each with h/e2 resistance in parallel, leading
to

ρxy =
1
ν

h
e2 . (2.38)

In between the B⊥ with ρxx = 0 in figure 2.5(a), there are regions of
finite ρxx, suggesting a conducting bulk. This is possible, when a Landau
level is partially filled, leading to coupling between opposing edge states
as shown in figure 2.5(c). In systems with significant disorder, frequent
scattering disables the bulk states from achieving fully isolated orbits,
thus coupling the opposing edges. This results in a finite ρxx, even for
B⊥ in between the lowest Landau levels.

Semiconductors are versatile materials, but lack some certain proper-
ties, such as ferromagnetism and superconductivity6. In the following
two sections, we will elaborate superconductivity and how to induce it
into semiconductors.

2.3 superconductivity

2.3.1 Discovery of superconductivity

Back in 1908, Heike K. Onnes was the first person to liquefy Helium,
giving him a way of cooling down materials towards 1 K. This led to the

6 Exceptions are twisted bi-layer graphene showing superconductivity [28], and cer-
tain twist angles between hexagonal boron nitride and twisted bi-layer graphene,
showing ferromagnetism [29].
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discovery of superconductivity7 in 1911, when he measured the resistance
of mercury vanishing when cooled below a critical temperature Tc [30]. In
the following century, more advanced cooling techniques (such as dilution
refrigeration [31]) and many more experiments led to the discovery of
superconductivity in multiple materials. Various elements and alloys
were found to superconduct when cooled below a material-specific critical
temperature. Figure A.1 shows Tc of elements at ambient pressure.

2.3.2 Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory

While superconductivity became a more and more wide spread phe-
nomenon, it was not before 1957 that a self-consistent microscopic theory
for superconductivity was developed; the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
(BCS) theory8[32, 33].

Superconductivity arises when electron of opposite momentum and
spin (k ↑,−k ↓) pair up in effective bosons called Cooper pairs. The pairs,
having zero spin, have bosonic properties, enabling them to condense into
a single ground state with a common phase φ. The material dependent
paring energy, ∆ ∼ 3.3kBTc, was found to be phonon mediated in simple
s-wave superconductors. A quasi-classical description of the paring is
that an electron pulls on a positively charged atomic core when traveling
past it. Another electron traveling past the same core feels the positive
charge of the displacement. Its path is thus correlated to the path of the
initial electron, thereby coupling the two electrons. Thermally induced
vibrations would wash out this effect, explaining the existence of the
critical temperature Tc.

The above-mentioned electron-electron correlations are included through
a mean-field ∆k = 〈c†

k↑|c
†
−k↓〉, with c† being the fermionic creation op-

7 Awarded Nobel prize in 1913: https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/
1913/summary/

8 Awarded the Nobel prize in 1972: https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/
physics/1972/summary/

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1913/summary/
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1913/summary/
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1972/summary/
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1972/summary/
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Figure 2.6: BCS density of states at zero temperature, calculated from
equation 2.41. Energy is normalized with ∆, while density of
states is normalized to the normal density of states, DN .

erator. When added to the Schrödinger equation 2.2, we obtain the
Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations,(

Hk ∆k

∆k −Hk

)(
uk

vk

)
= E

(
uk

vk

)
. (2.39)

Assuming a uniformly distributed parring ∆k = ∆, we find the eigenen-
ergies

E = ±
√

ε2
k + |∆|2, (2.40)

with εk =
(

h̄2|k|2
2m∗ − µ

)
. From equation 2.40 we can extract the fermionic

density of states for the superconductor, shown in figure 2.6,

DS =
dN
dE

=
dN
dεk

dεk
dE

= DN
E√

E2 − |∆|2
. (2.41)

Here, N is the total number of states and DN = dN
dεk

is the normal density
of states. We see a gap of 2∆ opening up in the fermionic density of
states around the Fermi energy. Therefore the paring energy ∆ is also
called the superconducting gap.

Though BCS theory has revolutionized our understanding of elemen-
tal superconductors, it still has its limits. The microscopic theory can
become complicated when describing certain phenomena arising from
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spatial fluctuations. As such, we turn to a macroscopic description of
superconductivity better suited for describing such phenomena.

2.3.3 Ginzburg-Landau theory

In 1950, some years before BCS theory, Ginzburg and Landau published
a macroscopic theory (GL-theory)[34]. It treats the overall energy rather
than details of the excitation spectrum making it suitable to describe
superconductivity with spatial variations of magnetic field and order
parameter.

GL-theory introduces a complex wave function

ψ(r, t) = |ψ(r, t)|eiφ(r,t), (2.42)

as an order parameter, looking at superconductivity as a second-order
phase transition. When the transition into a condensate happens, an
arbitrary but global phase φ is solidified. This will become important in
subsection 2.4.4. From ψ, the local density of superconducting electrons
is given by

ns = |ψ(x)|2. (2.43)

Later in 1959, Gor’kov showed that GL-theory can be derived as a
limiting case of BCS-theory [35], and found that the order parameter ψ(r)
is proportional to the BCS gap, ∆(r)

2.3.4 Coherence length and penetration depth

In addition to a critical temperature, superconductors also have a critical
magnetic field Bc. When exposed to a magnetic field B > Bc they regain
finite resistance and the magnetic field lines penetrates the bulk, see
figure 2.7(a). When exposed to B < Bc, they expel the magnetic field
lines from their bulk as perfect diamagnets, illustrated in figure 2.7(b).
This is done by creating circulating surface supercurrents, producing a
magnetic field to exactly oppose the applied field.
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The expelling of magnetic field, called the Meissner effect, happens
over a characteristic length scale, the London penetration depth [15]

λL(T = 0) =
√

me

µ0nee2 , (2.44)

with µ0 being the vacuum permeability. It is defined as

B(r) = B exp(−r/λL), (2.45)

where r is the distance inside of the superconductor from its surface.
Another important length scale is the Pippard coherence length, ξ0,

over which the superconductor remains coherent. Through BCS theory,
it is found to be [36]

ξ0 =
h̄vF
π∆

. (2.46)

For dirty materials, both of these length scales are altered by the mean
free path le [36]

1
ξ
=

1
ξ0

+
1
le

, λ ≈ λL
√

1 + ξ0/le. (2.47)

Subsection 2.3.7 will elaborate further on the properties of thin and
disordered superconductors. The ratio

κ = λ/ξ, (2.48)

is called the GL-parameter. It separates superconductors into two groups:

κ < 1/
√

2 → Type I

κ > 1/
√

2 → Type II
(2.49)

2.3.5 Type I and type II superconductors

As a function of applied field B, Type I superconductors have a discontin-
uous (2nd order) phase transition at Bc. The superconductor expels the
magnetic field from its bulk until B ≥ Bc, after which electron-electron
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Figure 2.7: Magnetic field on superconductors. (a) When ∆ = 0, mag-
netic field lines penetrate the material. (b) For a type I su-
perconductor, the Meissner effect excludes all field lines from
the superconductor bulk by creating opposing surface cur-
rents. (c) For a type II superconductor with B > Bc1 , pairs of
quantized flux lines (Φ0 = h/2e) penetrate the bulk in certain
places, creating local vortices of supercurrent. The rest of the
field lines are expelled.
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J

x
y

z f
B Φ0

Figure 2.8: Illustration of vortex flow in a type II superconductor. A
vortex with flux Φ0 experience a Lorentz force pr. unit length
f when a current density J is applied to the superconductor,
see equation 2.50.

correlations in the ground state disappears and cooper-pairs as such are
split.

Type II superconductors, on the other hand, have a continuous (1st

order) phase transition with two characteristic field scales, Bc1 and Bc2 ,
with Bc2 > Bc for type I. At low B < Bc1 , all field lines are expelled, see
figure 2.7(b). For Bc1 < B < Bc2 flux quanta of Φ0 = h/2e = 2.07 mT·µm2

penetrates the superconductor9, illustrated in figure 2.7(c). The pierces
the superconductor by creating a supercurrent vortex. At the center of
the vortex, superconductivity is lost, but restores to ∆ over a length scale
ξ. Global superconductivity remains until B = Bc2 , at which point the
flux density is too large for a global superconducting phase to exist.

2.3.6 Vortex physics

Let’s assume we have a type II superconductor in the vortex state with
Bc1 < B⊥ < Bc2 , B⊥ = Bẑ. In the presence of an applied current density
J = Jx̂, each vortex experience a Lorentz force per unit length [36]

f = Jx̂×Φ0ẑ = − f ŷ (2.50)

transverse to current direction. Local potential changes pins the vortices
giving rise to an effective drag force. The potential changes could be due
to material impurities, voids, etc., pinning the vortices in place. Due to

9 The exact value of Φ0, having 2e charge, is an experimental validation of electron
paring
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the drag, vortices settle at a velocity v⊥ = −vŷ. Their movement induces
an electric field [36]

E = Bẑ× (−v)ŷ = Ex̂, (2.51)

parallel to the current, enabling charge dissipation. This vortex flow starts
as soon as B > Bc1 and gives rise to a flow resistivity which increases
with both B and J.

For a strong pinning force, vortices can be present without causing
dissipation. If a large current is applied, vortices can be thermally
activated to jump between pinning cites, called vortex creep.

2.3.7 Thin film/disordered superconductors

Until now, we have addressed bulk clean superconductors. The supercon-
ducting properties can change drastically by making the superconductor
thin or disordered.

Enhanced critical fields: The parallel critical field of superconducting
thin films with thickness d < λ can be calculated from GL-theory[36]:

Bc,|| = 2
√

6
Bcλ

d
, (2.52)

exceeding the thermodynamic critical field Bc.
Rather than increasing indefinitely, a so called Pauli limit or Chandrasek-

har-Clogston (CC) limit is predicted for a maximal critical field, BP [37, 38].
The limit is predicted to be the field for which the Zeeman energy (see
equation 2.27) equals the gap, leading to

BP =
∆

gµB
, (2.53)

with g being the g-factor. Observation of Bc|| > BP has been made in
systems with high spin-orbit coupling [39, 40]. The authors claim that the
spins are momentum locked in Rashba subbands due to high spin orbit
energy; thus, weakening Zeeman breaking of superconducting Cooper
pairs.
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The temperature dependence of critical fields can with GL theory
be determined for temperatures close to the critical temperature, T .
Tc. This is determined by knowing the temperature dependence of the
characteristic coherence length [36]

ξ2(T) ∝
1

1− T/Tc
. (2.54)

Ref. [41] shows that the parallel and perpendicular field of a thin super-
conducting film is given by:

Bc,|| =

√
3Φ0

πdξ(T)
∝
√

1− T/Tc,

Bc,⊥ =
Φ0

2πξ2(T)
∝ 1− T/Tc,

(2.55)

with the temperature dependence found by implementing equation 2.54.
With Bc,||(T) and Bc,⊥(T) the thickness of the thin superconducting film
can be extracted:

B⊥
B2
||
=

πd2

6Φ0
. (2.56)

As indicated by equation 2.47, disorder resulting in a lower mean
free path le, decreases ξ and increases λ. The resulting increased GL-
parameter can potentially turn a type I superconductor into type II.
One example is Al, a classic type I superconductor. By evaporating
aluminum oxide (alumina) or by evaporating metallic aluminum in an
oxygen atmosphere, granular aluminum was formed [42]. These films
could sustain supercurrent with B⊥ > 1 T, a clear indication of type II
superconductivity.

Effects on critical temperature: Besides increases in Bc, thickness d
and disorder (evaluated by the sheet resistance, R�) also alters Tc of
superconductors. A large dataset of experiments on different supercon-
ductors is collected in ref [43]. The authors claim a universal scaling of
Tc with the sheet resistance Rs. Most of the datasets show Tc decrease as
d→ 0. This could be reasoned by Hohenberg-Mermin-Wagner theorem
stating that thermal fluctuations prohibits long-range phase coherence in
systems with dimension ≤ 2. Two exceptions in the dataset are studies of
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: Superconductor-Insulator Transition. (a) Sheet Resistance
of bismuth films of different thicknesses as a function of
temperature. The figure is adapted from Ref [46]. (b) Hall
and longitudinal resistivity of indium oxide films as a function
of applied magnet field, measured at different temperatures.
The figure is adapted from Ref [47].

aluminum [42, 44], showing an increase of Tc with d, eventually followed
by a decrease as d → 0. An increase of Tc for thin Sn has also been
reported [45]. A theory explaining the inverse relationship between Tc

and d for certain materials has not yet been developed.
Superconductor insulator transition: Some superconductors are so

disordered that they, in their resistive state (B > Bc2 ) show insulating
behavior, meaning that resistance increases as temperature drops. This
gives rise to a so-call superconductor-insulator-transition. The transition can
happen by varying different parameters, eg. thickness [46] or magnetic
field [48], see figure 2.9. When driving the transition with magnet field,
there is a characteristic crossover of isotherms in both ρxx and ρxy as
shown in figure 2.9(b). According to our knowledge, in the current
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literature [47–49], the crossover in ρxx always happens prior in field
compared to ρxy.

2.4 hybrid interfaces

With an understanding of transport in semiconductors and supercon-
ductors, in this section, we will look into transport through hybrids of
the two. First we will go through the theoretical framework of Andreev
reflection, BTK-theory and proximity effect, finally addressing two of
the exotic states that is predicted to emerge from super/semi-hybrids:
Majorana modes and Andreev edge modes.

2.4.1 Andreev reflection

What happens to an electron with energy |E| < ∆, coming from a normal
conductor, impinging on a superconductor? The superconductor doesn’t
have available fermionic states for the particle to jump into. It turns out
that besides doing a normal specular reflection, see figure 2.10(a), there
is a finite probability for the electron to undergo Andreev reflection [50],
see figure 2.10(b).

With an Andreev reflection, the electron is retro-reflected as a hole,
effectively transmitting two electrons into the superconductor in the form
of a Cooper pair.

The reflected hole has opposite spin and momentum compared to the
incoming electron and the two share a phase correlation, which will be
elaborated in subsection 2.4.3. Besides the opposite momentum, the hole
also has opposite energy to EF such that Ee + Eh = EF, see figure 2.10(c).

2.4.2 BTK

Through the combined effort of Blonder, Tinkham and Klapwijk, a theory
[51] was established giving the probability of an electron to Andreev
reflect (A), normal reflect (B) or transmit (T) when hitting the interface
to a superconductor. They introduced transmission without/with branch
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Figure 2.10: Andreev Reflection. (a) Normal specular reflection: An
electron from a normal conductor (N) is reflected back into
N at the superconductor (S) interface. (b) Andreev reflection:
An electron from N is retro-reflected as a hole with opposite
spin and momentum, effectively transmitting two electrons
into S as a Cooper pair. The electron and hole is phase
correlated, indicated by the red connection. (c) Energy of
Andreev reflections: The electron from N has energy E < ∆
and the reflected hole has energy −E.

crossing (C/D), but for simplicity, we will collect these into a combined
transmission T = C + D. Collectively we have

A(E) + B(E) + T(E) = 1, (2.57)

with E being the energy of the incoming carrier.
This BTK theory is derived for T = 0 and assumes ballistic normal-

and superconductors. Scattering at the interface is introduced by a
delta-shaped barrier

U(x) = h̄vFZδ(x = 0), (2.58)

with a dimensionless size parameter (Z), see figure 2.11(a).
To describe the transport across a semiconductor(N)/superconductor(S)

interface, a couple adjustments, summarized in ref [52], are needed. The
significant carrier density difference between semi- and superconduc-
tor gives a Fermi energy difference, lifting the conduction band of the
semiconductor leading to a potential step V0, see figure 2.11(a). The two
potentials combined yields,

V(x) = V0Θ(−x) + h̄vFZδ(x), (2.59)
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Figure 2.11: BTK Theory (a) Schematic showing BTK theory setup for
calculating scattering amplitudes of an incoming electron
from a semiconductor impinging on a superconductor. The
amplitudes for Andreev reflect (A), normal reflect (B) or
transmit (T), depends on energy (E) of the incoming elec-
tron, the interface barrier parameter (Z) and the conduction
band offset (V0). Parring potential ∆0 is assumed to only be
finite in the superconductor. (b-e) Plotting A(–), B(- -), and
T(· · · ) as a function of energy for different effective barrier
parameters Zeff.
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With the superconductor present, we have to take both electron- and
hole-like excitations into account, for which the Bogoliubov-de Gennes
equations, equation 2.39, are ideal. We utilize the Hamiltonian

H(x) = − h̄2

2m∗
∇2

r − µ + V(x), (2.60)

as well as a step function shaped parring potential with ∆(x < 0) = 0,
∆(x > 0) = ∆0, see figure 2.11(a).

We look for solutions of the form [52],

ψin(x) =

(
1
0

)
eikex, (2.61)

for the incoming electron and the resulting reflected and transmitted
waves:

ψr = a

(
0
1

)
eikex + b

(
1
0

)
e−ikhx

ψt = c

(
u0

v0

)
eik̃ex + d

(
v0

u0

)
e−ik̃hx

, (2.62)

with the wavenumbers given by:

ke =
√

k2
FN + (2m∗/h̄2)E

kh =
√

k2
FN − (2m∗/h̄2)E

k̃e =

√
k2

FS + (2m∗/h̄2)
√

E2 − ∆2
0

k̃e =

√
k2

FS − (2m∗/h̄2)
√

E2 − ∆2
0

, (2.63)

with kFN and kFS being the Fermi wave number of the semi- and super-
conductor respectively.

The Schrödinger equation 2.60 with potential from equation 2.59 can
be solved by evaluating the boundary conditions at x = 0. The resulting
probability amplitudes A = |a|2, B = |b|2 and T = |c|2 + |d|2 is listed in
table 1.
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Andreev reflection A |η|2
|1+Z2

eff(1−η2)|2

Normal reflection B Z2
eff(1+Z2

eff)|1−η2|2

|1+Z2
eff(1−η2)|2

Transmission T 1− A− B

Table 1: Scattering probabilities for an incoming normal particle on a

semi-/superconductor interface. η =
∆0/
√

E2−∆2
0

1+E/
√

E2−∆2
0
. Zeff =√

Z2 + (1− r)2/4r, with the Fermi velocity missmatch r =
vFN/vFS. Extracted from ref [52, 53].

A good intuition on Zeff is found by setting S is in the normal state
(∆ = 0). We find that η = 0, which leads to the reflection and transmission
probabilities

B =
Z2

eff
1 + Z2

eff

T =
1

1 + Z2
eff

. (2.64)

With table 1, we can plot the scattering amplitudes (A,B,T) as a function
of energy for different Zeff, see figure 2.11(b-e). With Zeff = 0, no normal
reflections occurs, so at E < ∆0 only Andreev reflections occur. For
E > ∆0 A decreases with energy as T becomes finite and increases.

For Zeff > 0 normal reflection, B, is finite and increases monotonically
as a function of Zeff causing A and T to decrease, according to equa-
tion 2.57. With Zeff = 5, A only has a small contribution around E = ∆,
while B ∼ 1 for E < ∆0 and dominates for E > ∆0 as well.

The peak of A and T around E = ∆0 for high Zeff clearly indicates the
size of ∆0, similar to the conductance peaks of the BCS density of states,
figure 2.6. This paragraph will show how the superconducting density
of states DS can be directly measured by tunnel differential conductance
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spectroscopy. If a constriction is connecting two reservoirs with voltage
difference V, the current through the constriction is given by

I =
G0
e

∫ ∞

0
[ f (E− eV)− f (E)] Tt(E)dE, (2.65)

with f (E) being the Fermi distribution and Tt(E) the probability of an
electron with energy E to transmit through the constriction. If the two
reservoirs are normal- and superconducting, the transmission coefficient
can be expressed in terms of BTK parameters,

I =
G0
e

∫ ∞

0
[ f (E− eV)− f (E)] [1 + A(E)− B(E)] dE, (2.66)

with A(E) adding to the transmitted current and B(E) reducing it. Differ-
ential conductance is obtained by evaluating dI/dV. At low temperatures
the Fermi distributions are well approximated by step-functions, leading
to a differential conductance,

dI
dV

=
G0
e

∫ ∞

0
[e · δ(E− eV)] [1 + A(E)− B(E)] dE.

= = G0 [1 + A(eV)− B(eV)] = GNS.
(2.67)

By plugging in the scattering coefficients and evaluating them for Z � 1,
one finds

GNS = G0
1

1− Z2
E√

E2 − ∆2
= GN

E√
E2 − ∆2

. (2.68)

with the normal state conductance GN = G0
1

1+Z2 , using equation 2.64.
Through comparison with equation 2.41, we see the direct correlation
between NS tunnel conductance and the superconducting density of
states, DS:

GNS
GN

(Z � 1) ≈ E√
E2 − ∆2

=
DS
DN

(2.69)
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Figure 2.12: Superconducting proximity effect leads to a gradual change
in the density of states for paired particles given by Re[F(x)].
The amount of correlated particles that leak from a supercon-
ductor (S) into an adjacent normal region (N’) is defined by
the proximity strength γ and the interface transparency γBN′ .
The coherence length of the respective materials ξN′ ,S act
as the characteristic length scale over which Re[F(x)] varies.
Figure inspired by [52].

2.4.3 Proximity effect

An over-simplification of the BTK theory is the step-function parring
potential across a NS junction, with ∆ only residing in the superconductor.
Parring also manifests in a normal conductor between the incoming
electron and the reflected hole after an Andreev reflection as indicated
in figure 2.10(b). The induced phase correlation decays over the phase
coherence length of the normal conductor. This phenomenon is called
the superconducting proximity effect and is well elaborated in ref [54].

In addition, ref [52] and its citations elaborates a Greens function
approach to the BTK analysis, providing access to spacial information of
the parring potential. The assumption is that at the surface or interface of
a superconductor (S), a metallic region (N’), with width dN′ is formed due
to impurities, oxide or alloying. An S-N junction then becomes S-N’-N.
Two angle-averaged Greens are introduced. The normal Greens function
G(E, x) and the anomalous Greens function F(E, x).

The real part of G is interpreted as the quasi-particle density of states,
DOS(E, x) = Re [G(E, x)], while the real part of F(E, x) is interpreted as
density of states for paired particles DOSPair(E, x) = Re [F(E, x)].
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Using Eilenberger equations [55], two important parameters are ex-
tracted [56]; the proximity strength:

γ =
ρSξS

ρN′ξN′
, (2.70)

and the interface transparency

γBN′ =
RI

ρN′ξN′
. (2.71)

Here, RI is the SN’ interface area times its resistance, while ρN′ ,S and ξN′ ,S

are the resistivities and the coherence lengths of the N’ and S, respectively.
The effect of γ and γBN′ is illustrated well in figure 2.12. Besides the
phase correlation added into N’, we see an inverse proximity effect as
well, where F(x) drops when moving towards the interface. The length
scale over which F(x) changes is the coherence length of the respective
materials ξS,N′ . Great experimental visualization of proximity effect with
a very transparent interface is shown in ref [57].

For a narrow interface region dN′ � ξN′ , the proximity strength and
interface transparency parameters can be changed to [56]

γm = αγdN′/ξN′

γB = αγBN′dN′/ξN′
. (2.72)

Here α = ln(Tc/Tc′ )/ln(2γ∗Ωd/πTc′ ), where Tc′ is the critical temper-
ature of the N’ region, Ωd = πTc(ξN′/dN′ )

2, and γ∗ ' 1.78 is Euler’s
constant.

With the updated parameters equation 2.72, ref [56] plots DOSPair(E)
in N’ at various locations. Figure 2.13 displays DOSPair(E) at the SN’
interface and at the free end of N’ with fixed proximity strength γm = 0.1
but with varying γB. At the interface, the gap is hardly affected by γB,
while the gap away from the interface is clearly reduced.

An observation, important for subsection 2.4.5, is that DOS ∼ 0 at low
energies, even when the gap is significantly reduced by the increased
γB. This is called a hard gap, whereas a gap with finite DOS is called a
soft gap. One should keep in mind though, that the theory assumes zero
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Figure 2.13: Controlling induced gap by varying the barrier trans-
parency. Local density of states in N’ is plotted as a function
of energy for different interface transparencies γB and con-
stant proximity strength γm=0.1. Two locations, marked by
inset, are included and distinguished by the legend. DOS is
normalized by the normal state value while energy is normal-
ized by the bulk superconducting gap ∆S. Figure is adapted
from refs [52, 56].
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temperature and no disorder in the materials. A way to distinguish soft
and hard gaps, derived by Beenakker [58], is to compare the conductance
at E ∼ 0 with that, far in the normal regime, E� ∆.

The control of induced superconductivity into semiconductors have
proven to be a challenging though crucial part of engineering material
systems harboring exotic physics including topological states of matter.

2.4.4 Josephson junctions

A clear experimental evidence of the proximity effect, is the presence
of a supercurrent in a material that by itself is resistive. This can be
accomplished by sandwiching the resistive material (N) between two
superconductors (S) separated by ζ. Assuming that both S-N interfaces
are transparent and that ζ . ξN, a supercurrent is passed between the
superconductors. It is carried by phase-correlated carriers transmitting
from, and to, the superconductors via Andreev reflection.

Such a junction is called a Josephson junction, after B. D. Josephson
who predicted the effect in 1962

10 [59]. He derived a relation for the
supercurrent, Is, between two superconductors, separated by a thin
insulator, with their GL-wavefunction phase difference ∆φ:

Is = Ic sin ∆φ, (2.73)

where Ic being the maximal critical current of the junction. The rela-
tion was later found also to be true when the two superconductors are
connected by a conducting material, as described above.

Like bulk superconductors, the Josephson junctions also have a critical
temperature and a critical magnetic field beyond which they become
resistive. Especially the field dependence gives rise to interesting physics.
An applied magnetic field will wind the phase between the superconduc-
tors by sending flux through the junction. The flux, winding the phase,
is scaled by the area A of the junction, with Φ = B ·A. As seen by equa-
tion 2.73, not only the magnitude, but also the direction of the current

10 Josephson was awarded half of the Nobel prize in physics 1973:
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1973

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1973
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depends on ∆φ, with a period of 2π. When the phase difference ∆φ is
an integer multiple of π, the supercurrent goes to zero. At these phases,
an integer multiple of flux quanta B ·A = Φ0 = h/2e penetrates the
junction, causing equal amount of supercurrent to flow in both directions,
resulting in zero net current. This gives rise to a characteristic Fraunhofer
diffraction pattern [36, 60, 61], known from optics:

Ic(Φ)

Ic(0)
=

∣∣∣∣ sin (πΦ/Φ0)

πΦ/Φ0

∣∣∣∣ (2.74)

When the Josephson weak link is made out of a semiconductor, the
link can be depleted with an electrostatic gate. Such a Josephson junction
can be operated as a superconducting transistor.

2.4.5 Majorana modes

Back in 1937, Majorana worked out a consistent theory of a new class of
fermions [62], different from regular 1/2-spin Dirac fermions [63]. This
Majorana fermion is charge-less and is its own anti-particle, giving it
unique physical properties, including non-abelian statistics [64]. If two
Majoranas interact and annihilate, they create a Dirac fermion or its anti-
particle, eg. electron or hole. As mentioned in chapter 1, one of the main
motivations behind current research in superconductor/semiconductor
hybrids is the realization of Majorana modes [5, 6, 65], and utilizing them
to establish hardware for topological quantum computation [66–68].

With no experimental confirmation of Majorana fermions, yet, many
physicist from different research-fields participate in the Majorana hunt
[69]. With modern day nanotechnology, solid state physics serves as
a promising platform for the realization of Majorana modes, with the-
oretical proposals suggesting what material combinations and device
geometries to try out.

A good starting point for realizing a particle that is its own antiparticle
is in a superconductor, where the definition of electron and hole is
blurred. The Cooper pairs, with their bosonic nature, are not candidates,
but fermionic excitations in the superconductors could be. These are
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Figure 2.14: Illustration of Majorana wire. A 1D semiconductor wire
with spin-orbit field BSO is proximity coupled to a s-wave
superconductor. By application of external magnetic field B
Majorana modes form at the wire ends. The wave function
spreads out according to the coherence length ξ.

electron- and/or hole-like, weighted by u and v from Bogoliubov-de
Gennes theory, see equation 2.39. In the search for Majorana modes, we
therefore look for excitations with equal amount of electron and hole
nature, living at zero energy [70].

Rather than conventional s-wave superconductivity, elaborated in sec-
tion 2.3, p-wave superconductivity with spinless pairing and finite angu-
lar momentum is needed. In 2001, Kitaev [65] predicted the boundary
of one- and two-dimensional p-wave superconductors to host Majorana
zero modes. All of the currently known bulk p-wave superconductor
candidates are not suited for nano-fabrication, making them hard to
implement in circuit elements. Instead, proposals have predicted p-wave
pairing to emerge in hybrid systems. The general idea is to construct a
system with a Hamiltonian, resembling that of a p-wave superconductor.
This can be done by forcing the spin of s-wave paired electrons to align
into effectively spinless channels. One proposal by Fu and Kane in 2008

[71], suggested combining topological insulators with s-wave supercon-
ductors while in 2010, two back-to-back publications [5, 6] suggested 1D
semiconductor nanowires with strong spin-orbit coupling to be combined
with superconductors.

The physical requirements, needed for realizing localized Majorana
fermions in a hybrid system, is illustrated in figure 2.14. To have well
defined Majoranas at each end, the hosting semiconducting should be
1-dimensional. Dimensions along x̂ and ẑ should be small enough to only
occupy the ground state mode, see equation 2.19. Another constraint is
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for the widths to be smaller than the superconducting coherence length,
to induce a global superconducting gap. The length along ŷ, Ly, should
be long enough to have a continuous spectrum of states, and Ly > 2ξ is
needed for the Majorana overlap to be small. The semiconductor should
have strong spin-orbit coupling, which, due to the confinement, will
be Rashba-type and the field BSO will point along the x̂-ẑ plane. For
simplicity, a pure x̂-orientation is chosen. Good spin-orbit candidates
are InAs and InSb [16]. Lastly, a magnet field B = Bŷ is applied along
the wire, and the chemical potential, µ, can be tuned by surrounding
electrostatic gates. The resulting Hamiltonian, acting on Nambu spinners

Ψ =


ψ↑
ψ↓
ψ†
↓

−ψ†
↑

 , (2.75)

becomes:

H =

(
h̄2k2

y

2m∗
− µ

)
σ0 ⊗ τz︸ ︷︷ ︸

Kinetic

+ αRkyσx ⊗ τz︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rashba

+ EZσy ⊗ τ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Zeeman

+∆∗σ0 ⊗ τx,︸ ︷︷ ︸
Induced gap

(2.76)
with σ and τ being the Pauli matrices in spin and particle/hole space,
respectively; Rashba and Zeeman terms are from equation equation 2.26

and 2.27, respectively, and ∆∗ is the gap induced in the semiconductor.
The combination of Zeeman and Rashba, orthogonal to each other,

splits the spin degeneracy and simultaneously supplies a spin texture. If
µ is placed within the the Zeeman gap, then the spins are momentum
locked. Adding superconductivity splits the bands around zero energy
creating a gap of 2∆∗. The gap is closed by Zeeman when

EZ,topo =
√

µ2 + ∆∗2 (2.77)

at which point we enter the topological regime. For higher fields, the gap
reopens by flipping the electron and hole bands until Bc is reached and
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∆∗ = 0. At EZ,topo = ∆∗, states from the conduction and valence band
meeting at E = 0.

To find states that stay at zero energy over an extended region in
parameter space, we have to look at the edges of the wire. Let’s assume
we have EZ > EZ,topo with flipped bands. At the edge of the wire where
a topological non-trivial region is connected with a trivial one, the bands
abruptly flip. This flip necessarily have to include a band crossing at
E = 0, resulting in a zero energy state fixed at the ends of the 1D wire.
This forms a so called zero bias peak in the local density of states. This
is a fermionic mode formed by the wanted Majorana states. They are
protected from other fermionic states by the effective p-wave gap, ∆′p(B),
assuming that we have a hard induced gap, defined in subsection 2.4.3.

The size of the p-wave pairing in the topological region is given by [72]

∆′p =
αR∆∗

EZ
, (2.78)

with the units [∆′p] = Jm. Though needed to get into the topologi-
cal regime, Zeeman also reduces the topological gap, while spin orbit
strength and the induced s-wave gap both increase ∆′p.

Both ∆∗ and EZ have a B-dependence. To maximize ∆∗(B) within
the topological regime, it is favorable to reach the topological criterion,
equation 2.77, at a minimal magnetic field. This is done by tuning µ ∼ 0
and by using host-materials with high g-factors, making B more efficient
in increasing EZ, see equation 2.27. Also for high g-factor, InAs and InSb
are good candidates [16].

Regarding choice of superconductor, a big gap is preferable since ∆ ∝
∆∗ ∝ ∆′p. But with a bigger ∆, a larger B is needed to enter the topological
regime, equation 2.77. As discussed in section 2.3, the field dependence
of a superconductor can vary significantly by the choice of material and
its composition. It would be beneficial to use a superconductor with large
Bc/∆ ratio. Then the gap would be reduced minimally, when EZ,topo is
reached, thus maximizing ∆′p.

One way to observe a zero-energy fermionic edge mode is to do local
spectroscopy at the ends of a wire by measuring tunnel conductance as a
function of B and µ. ∆∗ and αR are given by choice of material and can
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therefore not easily be varied. First observation of a zero bias peak in a
proximity coupled semiconductor wire was done in 2012 [73], followed
by other observations over the years [74, 75]. It has since been shown, in
theory, that unintentional dots in the wire can lead to states that mimic
the zero bias peak behavior [76].

Other experiments, researching Majorana candidates with semiconduc-
tor/superconductor hybrids, have been done, including charged Majo-
rana islands [27, 77, 78] and Majoranas formed at the ends of Josephson
junctions [79, 80], the latter proposed in these theoretical papers [7, 8]. To
get conclusive evidence of Majorana modes, more elaborate experiments
are needed, putting even more demands on our materials [81].

2.4.6 Superconducting quantum Hall edge

To create Majorana modes at the boundary of a 2D system, rather than
using a topological insulator (as proposed by Fu and Kane [71]), other
proposal suggests combining quantum Hall effect with superconductors
[82–84]. From such a hybrid, other interesting physics can be researched
as well including Andreev conversion enabling exotic circuit elements
[9]. Some experimental results were realized with Graphene/NbN hy-
brids [85]. We will address the physics of Andreev reflecting quantum
Hall Edge states, and simultaneously mention some of the experimental
challenges.

A clean superconductor interface with a high Andreev reflection
probability is key for preserving electron-hole duality, illustrated in
figure 2.15(b). As illustrated on inset of figure 2.5, a simplification of
quantum Hall edge states interfacing an insulator/vacuum consist of
electrons doing skipping orbits through consecutive normal reflections
figure 2.15(a). By interfacing a superconductor instead, the edge states
can Andreev reflect, alternating between being an electron and a hole,
making the state on average charge-less. With opposite charge and wave
number, the hole trajectory obtains a sign both from reversed momen-
tum and reversed Lorentz force, equation 2.8, thus traveling the same
direction as electrons. The presence of impurities adds normal reflection
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Figure 2.15: Skipping orbits on different interfaces. (a) Skipping orbit
on an insulator. Electron is being reflected back as an electron.
(b) Skipping orbit on a superconductor. When Andreev
reflecting, the electron is reflected as a hole and vice versa,
creating a charge-less edge state. Impurities, marked by
the star, adds charge to the state through normal reflection.
(c) Superconductor fingers overlapping the edge states can
through Andreev conversion flip the charge of an edge state
[9, 85]

probability that can be different for electron and hole thus adding finite
charge to the state, illustrated in figure 2.15(b).

Another interesting geometry is having superconducting fingers in-
terrupting the 2DEG, see figure 2.15(c). These can introduce Andreev
conversion, flipping the sign of the edge states charge [9, 85]. With a
broader finger, several Andreev reflections happen while the edge states
pass it. The resulting charge depends on the parity of Andreev reflections
and can eg. be controlled by an applied voltage [86] or magnetic field
[84].

A magnetic field, usually on the order of teslas, is necessary to obtain
quantum Hall effect (see subsection 2.2.4), but simultaneously counteracts
superconductivity (see subsection 2.3.4, 2.3.5, 2.3.6). Inspecting figure A.1,
regular bulk elemental superconductors are not sufficient. Instead, dis-
ordered, thin or compound type II superconductor are needed. Even
though Bc2 is sufficiently large, another problem arises with the presence
of vortices. If a vortex is within a coherence length of the interface, its
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resistive core adds to the normal reflection probability [85], further com-
plicating the matter.

As indicated from the last two subsection, advances in material science
are needed to fully harvest the physics and applications that are hidden
within the framework of superconductor/ semiconductor hybrids. The
following chapter will address the current state of the art fabrication of

shallow InAs 2DEG heterostructures with epitaxially grown Al, and
elaborate how to measure and characterize them. We will look into their
benefits, limitations, and introduce novel fabrication schemes that eases

some of those limitations.





3
M AT E R I A L , FA B R I C AT I O N A N D E X P E R I M E N TA L
S E T U P

Nanofabrication ("Fab" in short): the design and manufacture of products
and structures, especially electronic devices, with dimensions measured
in nanometers1.

We start, in section 3.1, with presenting and discussing the material
foundation: An InAs 2DEG heterostructure with in-situ grown epitaxial
Al. Next, in section 3.2, the state of the art, Fab recipe is elaborated.
Section 3.3 introduces the novel use of anodic oxidation to fab these
hybrid materials. The final section 3.4 describes the measurement setup
used to characterize the products of fab.

3.1 material stack considerations

3.1.1 Choosing a material platform

As mentioned above, a big demand is put on semi-/superconductor
hybrids to host Majorana fermions, see subsection 2.4.5. The first prob-
lem to solve is obtaining a clean and low-resistive interface between

1 Definition from dictionary.com
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the superconductor and semiconductor to obtain a hard induced gap,
recall subsection 2.4.3. With a naturally forming Schottky barrier (see
subsection 2.1.2), this problem seems hard to overcome. A huge break-
through was made in 2014, proposed by T. S. Jespersen and executed by
P. Krogstrup. Al was grown in situ on InAs2 vapor-liquid-solid (VLS)
nanowires [10]. A significant difference in sub-gap conductance was
observed between ex situ evaporated Al with in situ grown Al, the latter
having the subgap conductance meeting the measurement noise floor
[87]. With optimal growth conditions the Al forms an epitaxial match
with the InAs. Luckily, these conditions don’t deteriorate the InAs and, as
mentioned in subsection 2.4.5, InAs is a promising candidate for hosting
Majorana modes due to its high g-factor and large spin-orbit coupling.

Though promising, and useful for academic research, standard VLS
nanowires are not a scalable solution when the goal is to make quantum
computer hardware due to the need of manually placing each wire.
Selective area growth (SAG) and two-dimensional electron gases (2DEG) are
both grown as planar structures making them more scalable. The epitaxial
match between in situ grown Al and InAs based SAG [12, 88] and shallow
2DEGs [11, 89], have proven to induce hard gaps as well. For this thesis
we chose to work with the 2DEG platform due to (i) accessibility to high
quality material, and (ii) decades of experience in the global community
leading to easy characterization and evaluation of material quality.

Al is the only superconductor, so far, which has been implemented
with a successful epitaxial match on InAs 2DEGs. Bulk Al facilitates
a relatively small superconducting gap, ∆, low critical temperature, Tc,
and small critical magnetic field Bc

3. This motivates the search for other
potential candidates. Recently, similar high interface transparencies were
reported for hybrid VLS nanowires using materials other than Al such
as Sn-InSb [90], Ta-InAs [91] and Pb-InAs [92]. Some of these were
accomplished due to the use of in situ shadow evaporation, removing the
need of stripping such as superconductor to make a junction. Shadow
evaporation is currently not developed for planar growths such as 2DEGs.

2 As mentioned in subsection 2.1.2, InAs naturally doesn’t form a Schottky barrier.
3 See figure A.1 for comparison with Tc and Bc of other bulk elemental supercon-

ductors.
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Ideas for future implementations of other superconductors are elaborated
in chapter 8.

Rather than choosing another superconductor, Tc and Bc of aluminum
can be increased by growing thinner films [11]. Unfortunately, there is a
limit to how thin an Al film can be grown. In situ, without its oxide layer
formed, aluminum’s tendency of dewetting is promoted for thinner films.
A cooled substrate stage is key in avoiding dewetting4, but even with
liquid nitrogen cooling, there is a limit to how thin a uniform layer can
be grown. Once oxidized, the film is stable and keeps it shape, due to the
formation of alumina, which self-saturates at a thickness of ∼ 3 nm [93].

3.1.2 Shallow InAs-based 2DEGs

First, let us get familiar with the properties of bulk InAs. It is a III/V
semiconductor with a narrow and direct gap, and its carriers have low
effective mass, m∗, high effective g-factor magnitude, g∗, and a high
Rashba coefficient, α 5, see table 2:

aInAs EG,InAs m∗InAs g∗InAs αInAs

6.06 Å 0.42 eV 0.023 me -14.9 117.1 eÅ2

Table 2: Properties for bulk zinc-blende InAs, extracted from ref [16].
From left to right: Lattice spacing, Band gap, effective mass,
g-factor and Rashba coefficient.

For the past couple decades, it has been custom to do proximity
coupling to buried6

2DEGs from the side [85, 94–101], see figure 3.1. To
obtain optimal transport properties, the 2DEG is buried deep, to isolate
it from surface scattering. This approach comes with a loss in interface
transparency.

4 When a surface layer dewets, it contracts from the underlying material surface,
creating a non-uniform film.

5 αR = α 〈E〉, with 〈E〉 being an averaged electric field [16]
6 Buried means that the 2DEG well-isolated from the surface, usually done to omit

surface scattering.
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GaAs Graphene
AlGaAs hBN

hBNAlGaAs

Etch past 2DEG

Deposit 
superconductorDamaged interface

Figure 3.1: Proximity coupling from sidewall. Illustrating standard
procedure to couple high-mobility buried 2DEGs to super-
conductors. First, a high mobility heterostructure is made,
eg. GaAs/AlGaAs or Graphene/hBN. Etches can produce a
slanted mesa wall on which a superconductor can be evap-
orated. Even with sophisticated cleaning, these interfaces
usually come out damaged.

To optimize the proximity coupling, inspired by the results from
nanowires [10, 87], J. Shabani grew shallow7 quantum wells hosting InAs
2DEGs [11], see figure 3.2(a). The electron wavefunction extends to the
surface, where Al is deposited in situ. Initial studies verified a very
transmissive interface [89, 102].

The cost of getting a good proximity-coupling is to have carriers close
to the surface and thus susceptible to surface scattering, which greatly
limits the carrier mobility. When stripping the Al, the surface III/V is
exposed to the same process, and is prone to be disordered. This fact was
shown by comparing mobility peak of an InAs 2DEG after Al etch with
mobility peak of similar InAs 2DEG grown without Al to begin with [11].
The results, displayed in figure 3.2(b) clearly shows a degradation of the
2DEG from the Al etch. Another recent study confirms that shallow 2DEG
carriers are sensitive to surface chemistry [103]. The authors find that
changes in the surface chemistry from varying atomic layer deposition

7 In a shallow quantum well the 2DEG wave-function has a finite carrier density
probability at the surface of the heterostructure.
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Figure 3.2: Shallow InAs quantum well. (a) Conduction band energy
and carrier density probability along the growth direction in
a shallow InAs/InGaAs 2DEG. Calculation done with self-
consistent Schrödinger-Poisson solver. (b) Peak mobility mea-
surement versus top barrier thickness from In0.81Ga0.19As.
Two scenarios were tried. In one, III/V was grown without Al.
In the other, III/V was grown with aluminum, which were
later stripped. The figures are adapted from ref [11].

process (used to deposit dielectric for top-gating, see section 3.2) gives
up to a factor 2 difference in mobility peak on the same material.

The mobility peak of shallow 2DEGs is usually lower than 5 · 104 cm2/Vs
once the Al is stripped [11, 79, 103, 104]. One way to decrease surface
scattering, is to grow thicker quantum well barriers. By growing a fully
buried InAs 2DEG, mobilities µ ∼ 106 cm2/Vs have been achieved [22–
24, 105]. That an order of magnitude higher mobility can be obtained by
similar but buried 2DEGs indicates that the surface is our main source of
scattering.

A big effort has been made by our 2DEG-team in Copenhagen and M.
Manfra’s group from Purdue in trying out different barrier thicknesses
and compositions, including both InAlAs and InGaAs barriers. Many
considerations have to be taken into account. The proximity coupling
should be strong enough to induce a hard gap. On the other hand, having
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the coupling stronger than what is needed for optimal proximity effect
gives disadvantages:

(i) As discussed above, shallow barrier carriers are more susceptible to
surface scattering. (ii) The carrier quantities are affected by where they
reside. For a strong coupling, the carriers will spend a lot of time in the
Al, resulting in reduced g-factor and increased density, potentially lead-
ing to more than one mode being occupied in the 2DEG quantum well.
(iii) Another effect to take into account is the Fermi velocity mismatch,
mentioned in subsection 2.4.2. A strong coupling to the superconduc-
tor would increase the 2DEG density and thus decrease the mismatch.
Through decoupling, the BTK Z-parameter would increase; potentially
more than originally intended with the addition of Fermi velocity mis-
match due to a larger density difference.

3.1.3 Choosing a growth substrate

The foundation of MBE crystal growth is the substrate, dictating the initial
lattice constant of a growth. Growing crystals, lattice mismatched to the
substrate, can lead to strain and defects such as dislocations [106]. In the
worst case, a non-planar growth will form. Two substrates, InP and GaSb,
are regularly used for InAs growths and have lattice constants of 5.87 Å
and 6.10 Å, respectively [16]. (Reminder for convenience: aInAs = 6.06 Å).

InP is insulating with a band gap EG,InP ∼ 1.3 eV. Of the two, it has
the largest lattice mismatch, requiring additional growth engineering
to enable clean InAs growth. Specifically for microwave resonator tech-
nology, Fe-doped InP was tested superior to GaAs and GaSb substrates.
Ref [107] extracted a quality factor of Q ≈ 6.4 · 104, sufficient for circuit
quantum electrodynamics.

GaSb is an interesting substrate candidate as well. Firstly, it is very
well lattice-matched with InAs, enabling high quality growths. The
lattice match also enables growth of thick InAs layers [24]. AlSb(aAlSb =

6.14 Å, EG,AlSb = 1.69 eV), also matches well and makes efficient barriers
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Figure 3.3: Material of choice: M26. (a) Stack and cross sectional trans-
mission electron microscopy of the topmost heterostructure.
(b) High resolution transmission electron microscopy of the
III/V-Al interface.
The transmission electron micrographs are courtesy of Dr.
Rosa Diaz at the Electron Microscopy Facility at the Birck
Nanotechnology Center, Purdue University.

with its high band gap. Being conductive, the substrate can be used as
an electrode for back-gating, giving more control of the lateral carrier
distribution while measuring. One complication is that the antimonides
are chemically reactive materials. Especially AlSb oxidizes uncontrollably
when exposed to atmosphere. Reactivity decreases substantially by
adding a small ratio of Ga, making AlGaSb. A functional GaSb-based
shallow InAs 2DEG has been demonstrated [108], using InGaAs top-
barrier to allow for good proximity coupling.

3.1.4 Characterizing the material of choice

The stack that so far has given the highest mobility peak while main-
taining a hard induced gap ∆∗ ∼ 200 eV is called M26 and is shown
in figure 3.3. Cross sectional transmission electron microscopy shows a
clean and epitaxial interface between the III/V and Al.

Grown on InP substrate, a 7 nm InAs quantum well is sandwiched
between two In0.75Ga0.25As barriers, with the top barrier being 10 nm
thick. Before Al deposition, a couple monolayers of GaAs is grown, since
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our choice for Al etch (elaborated in section 3.2) is made to etch Al on
GaAs.

When receiving a new hybrid growth, a selection of devices is fab-
ricated to extract important material parameters, including Hall bars,
aluminum bars and spectroscopy devices. The characterization of M26

based on those devices will be presented below. Josephson junctions,
see subsection 2.4.4, with the weak link being the 2DEG, can also be
measured to extract the induced gap from multiple Andreev reflection
analysis [102, 108]. Fabrication and measurement setup will be elaborated
below in section 3.2 and 3.4 respectively.

Hall bar: As elaborated in subsection 2.1.1 and 2.1.3, Hall bars can
be used to extract carrier mobility µ, density ne, and mean free path le.
A Hall bar made out of M26, and its extracted properties, are shown in
figure 3.4. An AC current IAC ∼ 10 nA is sourced, longitudinal and Hall
voltages (Vxx and Vxy) are measured as a function of top-gate voltage,
VTG, and applied perpendicular magnetic field B⊥. This allows us to
extract µ, ne and le as a function of VTG.

A mobility peak of 42 · 103 cm2/Vs is found at a density ne = 6.3 ·
1011 cm2, leading to a maximum mean free path of le = 545 nm. The
shape of the mobility versus density curve in figure 3.4(e) is interpreted
as follows. Starting from the lowest densities, µ is increased with ne.
In the Thomas-Fermi approximation for a 2D electron sea, screening is
independent of density. The approximation is valid for q < 2kF [14].
Here, q is the change in momentum after a scattering event: kinit + q =

kfinal. By increasing ne we also increase the Fermi wave number kF (see
equation 2.23), thus increasing the range of validity for constant screening.
A saturation (peak) followed by a decrease of µ, with further increase
of ne, is due to the electron distribution being more significant at the
surface scattering centers [103].

AG Al bar: As mentioned in subsection 2.3.7, thin superconductors
has an increased in-plane critical field. A quick way of determining Bc,|| is
to do a 4-terminal voltage V4t measurement of a bar covered by as-grown
(AG) Al, see figure 3.5(a). The Al on M26 has Bc,|| ∼ 2.55 T. The critical
perpendicular field Bc,⊥ ∼ 40 mT, see figure 3.5(b), is a lot smaller than
Bc,|| but still 4 times larger than the bulk Bc, see figure A.1.
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Figure 3.4: M26 etch-defined Hall bar. (a) Optical microscopy of the
device after gate deposition, also showing measurement pa-
rameters. (b-d) Extracted carrier density, mobility and mean
free path as a function of top-gate voltage. (e) Parametric
plot of carrier mobility versus density. Inset shows optical
microscopy of the device before gate deposition.
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(a) (b)

50 µm

Figure 3.5: M26 AG Al bar. (a) Four-terminal resistance as a function of
a in-plane field B||. Inset show the bar covered with as-grown
Al. (b) Four-terminal resistance as a function of a in-plane
field B⊥.

S-QPC-N: A quantum point contact (QPC in short) is used for making
local constrictions in a 2DEG. It consists of two pointy electrostatic gates
facing each other. Through depletion, they form a narrow conducting
channel in the 2DEG, which can be pinched off with further depletion. A
S-QPC-N device is a QPC being placed at the border of an Al etch, see
figure 3.6(a).

Differential conductance tunnel spectroscopy is performed by measur-
ing the current going across the QPC in the tunnel regime from sourcing
an AC voltage VAC ∼ 3 µV superimposed on a DC source-drain voltage
VSD. A map of differential conductance versus QPC voltage Vqpc and VSD

shows an induced gap before pinch-off, see figure 3.6(b). The magnitude
∆∗ ∼ 185 µV is estimated from half the conductance peak spacing and is
extracted from a line cut taken at Vqpc = −1.4 V, see figure 3.6(c). When
driving the Al resistive with B⊥ = 1 T, three well-defined quantization
steps are observed in zero bias conductance, diplayed in figure 3.6(d).
This testifies the quality of this quantum well. At zero B⊥ we see conduc-
tance enhancement, but no well-defined 4e2/h plateaus.

1D wire: An elongated wire geometry should be ideal for hosting
Majorana end modes, elaborated in subsection 2.4.5. One way to define
wires in the 2DEG platform was introduced by ref [109]. A 1D channel
is imprinted in the 2DEG by an etch-defined Al wire which screens the
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Figure 3.6: M26 spectroscopy. (a) Scanning electron microscopy of a su-
perconductor semiconductor junction with a two Ti/Au gates
forming a quantum point contact tunnel-constriction. A simi-
lar device was used to measure data in (b-d). (b) Differential
conductance measured as a function of source drain voltage
and quantum point contact voltage. (c) Differential conduc-
tance versus source drain voltage. Cut is from Vqpc = 1.4 V.
Induced gap ∆∗ ∼ 185 µeV is extracted. (d) Zero bias con-
ductance is measured at B = 0 and 1 T with the Al being
superconducting and resistive, respectively. In the resistive
regime, three clear conductance steps are observed.
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500 µm

(a) (b)
V SD

Figure 3.7: M26 wire. (a) False-colored scanning electron microscopy of
an Al wire, grounded in one end and tunnel-connected to
an Al plane in the other. Vt controls the tunnel coupling and
Vw pinches off exposed III/V (marked by red lines), forming
the wire shape in the 2DEG. Differential conductance can be
measured while varying the gates, the source drain bias VSD,
and a magnetic field B|| parallel to the wire. (b) Differential
conductance measured as a function of VSD and B||, with both
Vw and Vt energized. Two sub gap states meet by sweeping
B|| and sticks at zero energy until Bc,||.
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depletion from a global top-gate. The same gate also tuned tunneling
at the wire end. Ref [75] added an additional gate to have independent
control of tunneling Vt and wire formation Vw, see figure 3.7(a). Besides
forming the wire, Vw is also meant to tune the chemical potential under
the Al wire.

By tuning around in Vw-Vt-space, different subgap states are found.
One example is shown in figure 3.7(b). At B|| ∼ 0, both the Al wire and
the Al plane has an induced gap, forming an S-I-S Josephson junction with
a lot of features above ∆∗ ∼ 185 µeV. Applying B|| ∼ 300 mT softens up
the induced gap under the Al plane resulting in a N-I-S junction, which
is easier to interpret. Two subgap states start from eVSD = ∆∗ and are by
Zeeman splitting, equation 2.27, driven towards zero energy, where they
seem to meet and stick until the gap collapses around Bc,|| ∼ 2.5 T. The
subgap states’ g-factor was extracted to be g∗ ∼ 3 from their B||-slope
using equation 2.27. It being much smaller than g∗InAs could be due to
the strong coupling to Al, as well as contributions from the surrounding
heterostructure.

3.2 fabrication with al etch

The fab recipe developed by M. Kjaergaard and H. Suominen (reported
in M. Kjaergaards thesis [110]), has been a solid foundation for general
fab of shallow InAs 2DEGs. This section will give a quick overview of
the fab steps and elaborate improvements added during this thesis. The
recipe in its current state is thoroughly elaborated in Appendix B.

For lithography we use Elionix electron beam lithography systems to-
gether with a combination of PMMA and MMA e-beam resists, specified
for each step in Appendix B. We have access to a 100 kV and a 125 kV
system in QDev. They allow for alignment and lateral resolution down
to 10− 20nm.

Preparing for fab. The material we receive from Michael Manfra’s
lab are grown on 2" wafers. When we receive a wafer we inspect it
using bright and dark field optical microscopy, spin-coat it with PMMA
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and store it in a chamber with Nitrogen over-pressure, to preserve the
material.

To maximize the amount of experiments being made from one growth,
we use small ∼ 3× 5 µm2 chips. These are made with a high precision
scriber. It has a rotational stage so that we can align the scribe lines to
the minor and major flats. Chips are cleaved on a cleaving block. The
cleaving force is applied with tweezers or by fingers with a cleanroom
wipe in between.

This whole process is done with the PMMA on, so that particles from
the scribing and cleaving will be stripped with the resist. This first strip
is done by sonication in Dioxolane for 5 min at 80 kHz and 100% power,
followed by squirts of acetone, then isopropanol and lastly blow-drying
with a nitrogen gun. After device fabrication is started, sonciation is
avoided due to the risk of potential damage to the nano-structures. Now
the chip is ready for nano-lithography. Figure 3.8 illustrates the different
steps.

Alignment marks. To align consecutive lithography exposures, align-
ment marks are needed. There are two ways for making these. The
first is done with evaporation and liftoff. It enables auto-detection of
the alignment marks in our Elionix E-beam systems. Evaporation of
10/50 nm Ti/Au is enough to get a good color-contrast with the scanning
electron microscope. The second way of making the marks is to etch
them out together with the mesa etch.

Mesa Etch. Since our material is conductive per default, we need to
etch away the conducting layers to have isolated device with controlled
current paths. If alignment marks are made in the mesa etch step, they
should be exposed first to minimize stage drift during the E-beam ex-
posure. The etch is done in two steps. First the surface Al is etched (elabo-
rated below). Second, the III/V is etched in a H2O : C6H8O7 : H3PO4 : H2O2

(220:55:3:3 ratio) solution. Depending on the heterostructure, different
etch depths are needed for mesa insulation. For M26, 300 nm was
needed, which was achieved in ∼ 9.30 min at room temperature. After
the etch, the resist was stripped and the etch depth was verified with a
profilometer.
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Figure 3.8: Fabrication steps. These schematics, which are not to scale,
specifically illustrate the creation of a Josephson junction, but
most other devices have the same fab steps. (a) Starting with a
clean hybrid material with Al grown in situ on a shallow InAs
2DEG. (b) A mesa etch defines the region of conduction. (c)
An Al etch defines the gate-able regions with Al. (d) A global
dielectric is grown with atomic layer deposition (e) Ti/Au is
evaporated for electrostatic gating. (f) Optical microscopy of
a finished chip.
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Al Etch. As mentioned in subsection 3.1.1 the Al etch can degrade the
2DEG transport properties. We shall see below that this crucial step is
hard to execute consistently. The recipe was developed to enhance the
resolution of the etch and is (in the time of writing) the only etch recipe
that is proven to make usable devices.

After exposure and development, the etch is prepared. We have been
using Transene etch D8, heated to 50± 0.5 ◦C. Two beakers fo Transene
D are put in a hot bath. One for the etch and one for temperature
measurements. Two beakers with Milli-Q water should be prepared as
well. One at 50 ◦C the other at room temperature. An etch of 5.5 sec is
followed by 20 sec in hot Milli-Q and finally 40 sec in room temperature
Milli-Q. The short etch time is not ideal for reproducibility and the time
may vary from user to user, depending on when exactly the time is
started and stopped.

Significant improvement to the lateral resolution was achieved by post-
baking the resist after development, see figure 3.9. The following test
was done: Two chips from the same growth had a grid of small holes
patterned using the same resist and exposure recipe. The first chip was
chemically developed and etched, see figure 3.9(a-b). A lateral etch run of
∼ 20 nm was observed. The second chip was chemically developed but
also had a short oxygen plasma ash for 45 sec, followed by a post bake
for 2 min at 115 ◦C. The ash is used to get rid of thin organic residues on
the surface while the baking is believed to reflow the resist, illustrated
figure 3.9(c). Subfigure (d) shows the etch result, with a minimal etch
run of ∼ 2-4 nm. This optimized development process has since been
implemented for all our wet chemistry.

After Al etch, the III/V surface is exposed and susceptible to damage,
so efficiency is key. A thorough strip is executed before loading the chip
into an atomic layer deposition (ALD) system.

ALD. Two different dielectrics, alumina and hafnia, have been used for
shallow 2DEGs over the years. With a limited amount of testing, a slow
and low temperature (90± 0.5 ◦C) hafnia recipe, with a 10 hour pre-bake
at base pressure, was found to give the least amount of hysteresis and

8 https://transene.com/aluminum/

https://transene.com/aluminum/
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Figure 3.9: Reflowing resist before wet etch. (a) Illustration of the ex-
pected resist profile after chemical development. (b) Scanning
electron microscopy of etched holes in Al. (c) Illustration of
the expected resist profile after chemical development, fol-
lowed by plasma ash and thermal reflow of the resist. (d)
Scanning electron microscopy of etched holes in Al using the
reflowed resist. The holes are smaller than in (b) and only a
few nm larger than designed.

charge switches. We expect the pre-bake to remove solvents and organics
from the surface.

Gate evaporation. Finally, Ti/Au gates are evaporated. If small fea-
tures like in figure 3.6(a) or 3.7(a) are needed, two lithography steps
are necessary. First, the small features are enabled by a single layer
resist and a 3/20 nm Ti/Au evaporation. To have gates crawling up the
300 nm mesa walls, see figure 3.8(e), 10/350 nm Ti/Au is evaporated on
a patterned resist with a deep undercut.

Bonding. A reader with a background in semiconductor devices might
ask her-/himself: what about ohmic contacts9? A practical advantage
of the Al covered shallow 2DEGs is that a high yield ohmic contact is
obtained by bonding straight to the mesa with an Al threaded wedge
bonder. Squares of dimensions 100− 200 µm are suitable for the pur-
pose, see figure 3.8(f). To prepare for bonding, the chip is glued onto
a daughter board with PMMA. The board is chosen according to the
motherboard being used at the measurement setup. Currently, most
setups are equipped with 96 DC lines, allowing for many devices to be
cooled down simultaneously.

9 Low resistance electrical contact to a device for source and drain.
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Figure 3.10: Different aluminum processes. (a) Untouched heterostruc-
ture. (b) Al etch. (c) Full oxidation. (d) Partial oxidation.

The chip is now ready for being loaded and measured in a cryostat.
The measurement setups will be briefly covered in section 3.4.

3.3 introducing anodic oxidation

3.3.1 Motivation

To make junctions and enable electrostatic gating of the 2DEG, metallic
aluminum has to be removed. With its good lateral resolution, hot
Transene D etches have enabled a lot of publications [11, 27, 61, 75, 78, 79,
89, 102, 104, 107–109, 111–115]. Still, this aluminum etch is not ideal. It
exposes the surface III/V, allowing it to oxidize, causing carrier scattering
[103]. The etch causes additional scattering itself as shown in figure 3.2,
possibly due to chemical damage.

Rather than stripping the grown aluminum/alumina as in figure 3.10(b),
the metallic phase can be removed through complete oxidation, turning
the whole film into alumina, figure 3.10(c). It won’t turn superconducting
and it doesn’t screen electric fields. If done properly, this process would
avoid the chemical damage from etching and simultaneously passivate
the III/V surface, thus significantly reducing surface scattering.

Another benefit of oxidation, is the possibility of partial oxidation
of aluminum, see figure 3.10(d), leaving behind a thinner metallic film
than what is possible with growth, see subsection 3.1.1. Very thin films
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are expected to have significantly increased superconducting parameter
space, see subsection 2.3.7.

For this thesis, we implemented electrochemical anodic oxidation (AO),
but other options are also available as discussed in section 8.4. Electro-
chemical AO is a well established process for oxidizing metals; particu-
larly Al. The process has been used in the industry for approximately a
century [116] to surface coat various metallic components.

Depending on the choice of chemical, two different types of coating are
possible[117]. One is a thick porous-type film with long (up to multiple
microns) pores extending through the oxidized region. In this study we
aimed for a barrier-type film, a thin and uniform oxide layer, which has
previously been used as a low loss dielectric [118].

3.3.2 Chemical reaction and experimental setup

The chemical reaction of AO is displayed in figure 3.11(a): A voltage VAO

is sourced between Al and an electrolyte in which Al is emerged. The
voltage stimulates oxide growth by driving oxygen ions to the Al surface.
The barrier type oxidation depth increases linearly with applied voltage.
Refs [119, 120] observed a barrier-type oxidation with a depth-voltage
dependence of 1.3 nm/V when using tartaric acid (3 percentage by mass),
pH regulated to pH of ∼ 5.5 by ammonium hydroxide. We implement
a similar solution in our studies. The mixture recipe is elaborated in
Appendix B.

Our electrical setup is displayed in figure 3.11(b). Electrical contact to
our small delicate chips was established through small aluminum bonds.
To stabilize the setup a glass slide was prepared with Ti/Au evaporated
in one end10 (top). The chips (potentionally with a ready mask) would
be glued, with PMMA, to the bottom end of the glass slide and long
aluminum wires were bonded from chip to the Ti/Au. An alligator can
then contact the Ti/Au, making connection to a voltage source. The glass
slide with a chip bonded to Ti/Au was put into the ammonium tartrate

10 The masking was done by covering the rest of the slide with aluminum foil
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Al AlOx Electrolyte

O2-

Al3+

Glass slide with
evaporated Ti/Au

Aluminum bonds
connecting Au and chip

Aluminum rod as
electrolyte electrode

Chip mounted on 
glass with PMMA

(a)
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Figure 3.11: Chemical reaction of anodic oxidation. (a) Anodic oxida-
tion process uses a source voltage VAO between the metal
(Al) and the electrolyte to drive O2− ions on the Al surface.
(b) Electrical setup used for executing anodic oxidation. The
chip was mounted (with PMMA) on a glass slide that have
Ti/Au evaporated on the other end. Aluminum bonds are
shorting the Ti/Au and chip. Glass slide and an aluminum
rod are put in the electrolyte and are both contacted with
alligators to source a potential difference VAO.
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solution together with an aluminum rod, grounded by another alligator
clip.

With the glass slide and rod submerged, the power supply was turned
on and ramped with 100 mV/s to the desired voltage, VAO. Once reached,
the process ran for 5 minutes before the voltage was ramped down, again
with 100 mV/s. Once at zero, alligators were unhooked and the glass
slide was rinsed in MQ. The chip was then stripped from the glass using
acetone and isopropanol. This step replaces the Al etch step in the
original recipe mentioned in section 3.2.

As we shall see in chapter 6, E-beam resist is not sufficient to obtain
nm-resolution lithography with AO, but for µm sized features, resist
suffice. A rather thick resist was needed, otherwise the AO process had a
high risk of attacking through the resist.

3.3.3 Adjustments to AO setup

Due to the observation of inconsistencies in oxidation depth among areas
with similar AO exposures, thoughts were put into optimizing the repro-
ducibility. Here is a list of healthy practices to maximize the outcome
and reproducibility when using this setup for anodic oxidation. Many of
these points were thought of after finishing experiments, but should be
implemented in the future.

Do not have exposed regions with Au on the surface. Au has an un-
wanted reaction with the AO process, leaving behind residues in large
areas around the exposed Au. Alignment marks should therefore not be
capped with Au as the final material.

AO before mesa etch.
When fabbing a chip using Al etch, there are two main reasons to begin
with the mesa etch. One is that alignment marks can be made with the
mesa, thus removing a lithography step. Another is to expose the surface
III/V as little as possible in between Al etch and ALD.
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Figure 3.12: Bond placement for anodic oxidation. (a) Initially, AO was
done after mesa etch. (1) A region on the side of the chip
was exposed and bonded to. (2) The exposed device area
was separated from the bond by etched mesa. (3) Alignment
mark areas are also exposed to AO. (b) AO done as first step.
All exposed regions are shorted to the bonds with Al. It is
more fail-proof to use multiple bonds, and if not shorted,
multiple bonds can be used to do resistance measurements.
Scale bar applies for both images, which where captures
with optical microscope.
(c) Picture of glass slide with multiple Ti/Au leads. Masking
was done with aluminum foil.
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When implementing AO, multiple points advocate doing AO before
mesa etch.

• The mesa side walls are exposed to AO if it is done after mesa etch.
The specific implications of this are not known, but oxidizing the
III/V is bad for transport.

• The potential of the aluminum to be anodized should be as close
as possible to the applied potential VAO. The resistance between
the bond and the exposed area should therefore be as little and
consistent as possible. By doing mesa etch first, the isolated devices
will be spaced by etched portions, see figure 3.12(a). These regions
are conductive at room temperature, but has higher resistance
than aluminum. If instead AO is done before mesa etch, see
figure 3.12(b), then everything is shorted by Al, giving a more
consistent potential to the exposed regions each time.

Hot transene did not yield good results in etching anodized Al. Instead,
5 min in MF 321 (an optical resist developer) stripped the anodized Al
without residues being left behind. This etch was only used for large
features, so the 5 min etch time is not optimized for good resolution.

Setup logistics
To ensure a reproducible voltage drop gradient across the solution and
alumina, the following steps should be considered.

• Place the glass slide and the Al rod vertically in the solution,
and place them as far apart in the beaker as possible. This will
ensure a reproducible spacing between the two and therefore a
reproducible voltage drop. Even better, a more advanced setup
could be machined, with fixed chip and rod distance.

• If a bond from Ti/Au to the chip traverses the exposed region to
be anodized, it could screen the sourced voltage potential between
that region and the rod. When mounting the chip on the glass slide,
orient the chip such that bonds will not cross exposed regions of
interest. This is illustrated in figure 3.13.

Resistance measurements
With a multi-leaded glass slide, such as the one in figure 3.12(c), 2-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13: Chip orientation for bonding. Schematic showing poor and
good practices for chip mounting and bonding before AO.
(a) Poor choice of chip orientation forces one bond, marked
by a red cross, to traverse the region to be anodized. (b)
Proper choice of chip orientation allows all bonds to avoid
the region to be anodized.
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terminal resistance between different bonds could be tested. Especially
the resistance before and after AO gives an idea of how deep a given
oxidation has gone. It is preferable to verify consistency in fab early in
the fab process, rather than finding out later when measuring the finished
devices. When comparing resistances of two different AO exposures,
the same geometry and bond placement should be used. Here, the
pattern in figure 3.12(b) was useful. Middle top and bottom bonds were
used for VAO, while the left/right top bonds were used for resistance
measurements, either between each other or to the middle bond.

3.4 measurement setup

Many quantum phenomena are only observable at very low temperatures.
The state of the art commercial cooling technique is 3He/4He dilution
refrigeration [31]. Dilution fridges, both from Oxford and Bluefors, with
base-temperatures in the range ∼ 20− 40 mK were used. All the DC
(low frequency) lines, accessed through a break out box, were equipped
with rf and rc filters from QDevil11. All fridges were equipped with a
6-1-1 tesla vector magnet for optimal magnetic field control.

All data from AO-based devices were acquired in current-bias con-
figuration, measuring a 4-terminal voltage drop with standard lock-in
techniques, using frequencies in the range 10− 170 Hz. Both SR830 and
the newer SR860 were used. AC excitation of 1− 20 nA was sourced
through 100 MΩ or 1 GΩ resistors in parallel with a variable DC cur-
rent sourced through 100 kΩ. Current was read out through a Basel
IV-converter, usually with a gain of 105. A 4-terminal voltage drop was
measured through a 103 voltage amplifier with an input impedance of
500 MΩ. DC voltage bias for gates was sourced through a low-pass filter
with a cutoff frequency of ∼ 16 Hz.

To perform voltage-bias used for high resistance devices (spectroscopy
and quantum dots), the bias resistors for AC and DC was exchanged
with 105 and 103 voltage-dividers, respectively, and the current to voltage
converter gain was increased to 108.

11 https://www.qdevil.com/qfilter/

https://www.qdevil.com/qfilter/




4
A N O D I C O X I D AT I O N O F Al O N I N S U L AT I N G GaAs

In subsection 3.3.2 we addressed how to thin down metallic aluminum by
using anodic oxidation (AO). From subsection 2.3.7 we expect the thinned
Al to have increased superconducting critical temperature and enhanced
critical magnetic field. To investigate the properties of epitaxial Al thinned
by (AO), a separate study was done where epitaxial Al grown on an
insulating GaAs substrate, see figure 4.1(a). First, section 4.1 elaborates
material, fab and devices. Section 4.2 presents a transmission electron
microscopy study of the anodized Al showing a rough morphology
while section 4.3 presents transport studies showing enhanced critical
temperature and field of anodized aluminum. Concluding remakes are
given in section 4.4.
These results are also presented in [121]

4.1 material and devices

Using an insulating substrate makes it straight forward to extract trans-
port properties of the oxidized Al due to not having other conductors in
parallel. GaAs was chosen due to its compatibility with epitaxial growth
of Al [122].
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Figure 4.1: Al on GaAs material and devices. (a) The simple stack of Al
grown on GaAs. (b-d) Optical micrographs showing devices
measured on GaAs substrate, sharing the same scale bar. (b)
Bar etched out of as-grown aluminum, named AGGaAs. (c)
AO bar etched out in anodized region. Oxidized aluminum
is hard to distinguish from substrate, so some Al was left
unprocessed on bonding pads to enable localization of the
pads. (d) Identical to (c), but with dashed lines indicating
boundary of bar and substrate.

Four different anodic oxidation voltages were tried in separate lithog-
raphy steps, out of which only the lowest VAO = 4 V was conductive.
The AO was done in resist defined patterns as shown in figure 3.12(b).
Consecutively an EBL defined chemical wet etch (MF-321 developer for 5

min at room temperature) was done to define elongated Hall bars in the
anodized and as-grown Al, see figure 4.1(b-d).

In total three bars were measured: A bar etched out of as-grown Al
(AGGaAs) and two bars etched out of the anodized region (AOI and
AOII).

4.2 morphology of anodized Al

A transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study of the anodized alu-
minum was done, to extract the morphology of the anodized Al film
[121] It was conducted by Dr. Rosa Diaz from Purdue University. This
section will summarize the main points of the study.
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Figure 4.2: TEM study of anodized Al. (a) Scanning transmission elec-
tron micrograph in high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)
mode of AOI, showing up to 2 nm hills of Al at the GaAs inter-
face. (b): HAADF image of the Al/GaAs interface. Electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was performed at 6 different
locations (marked by points and separated by 0.3 nm) along
the growth direction to gauge material composition. (c) EELS
image showing L edge for Al spectra (Red) and K edge for
O (Blue) from scan points 1–6, in (b) with 0.3 nm separation.
Symbols indicate composition: (◦) AlOx, (?) Al or AlOx, (4)
GaAs, (�) oxygen.
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Figure 4.2(a) displays a scanning tunneling electron microscopy (STEM)
micrograph acquired in high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) mode
of AOI at the GaAs/Al interface. Three hills of metallic Al (dark grey)
are distinguishable from GaAs (bright) and AlOx (black). Hills of Al,
∼ 2 nm in height, were observed across the entire cross section sample.
The origin of irregular Al thickness resulting in the hills is not clear. One
possible explanation could be that amorphous grain boundaries in the Al,
formed during heterostructure growth, could oxidize faster/deeper than
the crystaline grains. The different oxidation of amorphous and crystaline
aluminum was observed when oxidizing Al with nitric acid [123]. An-
other explanation could be degradation of the lamella happening during
FIB preparation.

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was implemented to analyze
the elemental configuration, as was done in [124]. Specifically it was
studied whether the region between Al hills was covered with metallic
Al or only alumina. High resolution STEM micrographs in HAADF
mode were acquired at the Al/GaAs interface between Al hills, one
is displayed in figure 4.2(b). EELS analysis was done at points on a
line along the growth direction, see figure 4.2(b,c). For each point, in-
elastically scattered electrons are measured and binned according to
their energies, giving information about the atoms causing the scattering.
Energy loss is defined as the difference between the measured energy
and the initial kinetic energy. Dual EELS mode was used. It allowed for
simultaneous acquisition of Al L-edge (∼80 eV) and O K-edge (∼540 eV)
energies. All EELS data was background subtracted, normalized and
averaged every 20 points.

When GaAs is scattering the electrons, a shoulder around an energy
loss of 110 eV (marked by 4 in figure 4.2(c)) is expected. Metallic
aluminum has one peak around 97 eV (?) while alumina has two peaks
around 79 eV (◦) and 98 eV (?). The presence of oxygen can also be
measured at high energy EELS where it creates a peak around 540 eV
(�).

At the Al L-edge, presence of GaAs (4) is indicated at points 6 and
maybe 5; alumina (◦) are at points 1 to 3, maybe 4; metallic Al (?, no ◦)
indications are at 4 and 5. Looking the O K-edge, high energy, oxygen
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(�) is only present in points 1 thru 3, suggesting that point 4 indeed has
metallic Al.

To get quantitative data on the global morphology of the Al after AO,
nine additional EELS analyses were conducted in between other Al hills.
Only one out of the total ten EELS analyses didn’t show any presence
of metallic Al, suggesting ∼ 10% of regions in between hills are fully
oxidized. A collection of broad view STEM like figure 4.2(a), were used
to extract the ratio of hills/land in the lateral direction. We find that the
hills have an average height of 2 nm and cover ∼ 33% of the imaged
regions. Within the remaining ∼ 67%, ∼ 10% is fully oxidized. The
remaining ∼ 60% contains a thin metallic Al layer. Measurements of the
metallic Al thickness, in the between hills, span 3 to 6 Å (5 Å on average),
similar to 1− 2 ML of Al. Additional scans and analyses are included
in Supplementary Material of ref [121]. In summary, an uneven, though
continuous, Al film is formed by AO.

4.3 transport study

With AO changing the thickness and morphology of the Al films, a
change in superconducting properties can be expected, as mentioned in
subsection 2.3.7. Resistance of the three bars, AGGaAs, AOI, and AOII

was measured as a function of temperature (T) and in-plane magnetic
field B|| or perpendicular field B⊥.

The study of critical in-plane field (Bc,||) as a function of temperature
is displayed on figure 4.3(a). The GaAs substrate freezes out at these
temperatures, restricting all transport to the Al. 4-terminal longitudinal
resistivities, ρxx, were measured on three different devices. The similarity
of AOI and AOII in figure 4.3 indicates that the two AO bars came out
close to identical, suggesting a uniform AO process in the exposed area.
In the following, only AOI will be addressed.

Bc,||(T) is extracted from ρxx versus B|| at fixed temperature. Examples
of such field scans are shown in the two insets of figure 4.3(a). Additional
scans are displayed in the appendix section C.1. For AGGaAs, the normal
state resistivity is low ρN,AG = 3.5 Ω/� and the transition is sharp,
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(b)

(c)

(a)

Figure 4.3: Transport data from GaAs material. (a) Critical in-plane field
of AGGaAs and AO bars as a function of temperature. Insets:
examples of ρxx versus B|| at elevated temperatures of 1 K
and 2 K respectively, used for extracting Bc,|| points marked
by lines. (b) AOI ρxx versus B⊥ at different temperatures.
(c) Same as (a) but for B⊥, extracted from data in (b) with
ρxx(Bc,⊥) = 0.01 · ρN. Inset: ρxx versus B⊥ at base tempera-
ture for AGGaAs.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Temperature dependence of critical fields. Temperature de-
pendence of critical fields for T . Tc are compared with
expectation from GL theory, equation 2.55. (a) parallel critical
field Bc,||, and (b) perpendicular critical field Bc,⊥.

while the AO bars have higher resistivities ρN,AO ∼ 3.5 kΩ/� and broad
transitions. Bc,|| will be defined as ρxx(Bc,||) = 0.01 · ρN.

To explain the three orders of magnitude difference between ρN of the
AGGaAs and AO bars, resistivity contributions affecting thin films needs
to be taken into account. Possible contributions originate from roughness
as well as scattering from grain boundaries and surfaces [125].

The 7 nm Al has Bc,|| = 2.97 T, reported in figure 4.3(a), while the few
ML thin AO films have a Bc,|| higher than the 6 T limit of our vector
magnets. A slow temperature scan was performed with B|| = 6 T to
extract Tc(B|| = 6 T) = 1.18 K for AOI. Temperature sweeps were also
used to extract Tc(B|| = 0). AGGaAs has Tc = 1.57 K while AOI has
Tc = 2.27 K. As expected from subsection 2.3.7, the thin and disordered
Al film has a higher Tc.

For a BSC-like superconductor with Tc = 2.3 K, the theoretical Chandra-
sekhar-Clogston (CC) limit, see subsection 2.3.7, for the highest possible
critical field, assuming a metallic Lande g-factor of 2, is Bc(T = 0) ∼ 4.6 T,
which this data clearly violates. A suppression of Zeeman energy could
originate from the high surface to bulk ratio of the anodized films adding
a significant Rashba term to the Hamiltonian of conduction electrons
[126].
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Critical perpendicular field as a function of temperature Bc,⊥(T) was
studied as well, reported in figure 4.3(b-c). Bc,⊥ will be defined as
ρxx(Bc,⊥) = 0.01 · ρN. A 20 mK scan was performed for the AGGaAs bar,
showing a critical perpendicular field Bc,⊥ = 32 mT, slightly higher than
the bulk aluminum value Bc = 10.5 mT, see figure A.1. Scans used for
Bc,⊥(T) extraction of AOI are shown in figure 4.3(b), while figure 4.3(c)
displays extracted values for AOI and AOII. AOII scans are displayed
in appendix section C.1. An almost two orders of magnitude increase
in Bc,⊥ up to ∼ 2.5 T is observed for the anodized bars, comparable
with high Bc,⊥ extrapolated from measurements on granular aluminum
[42, 127].

Just below 3 T, a crossover point for different isotherms is observed.
Such crossovers indicate superconductor-insulator transitions, mentioned
in subsection 2.3.7. A similar crossing was not observed in the probed
range of B||(T), but it might occur beyond 6 T. The resistance jumps
seen below 1 T at high temperatures are coherent with temperature
fluctuations, which was monitored simultaneously.

Comparing Bc,||(T) and Bc,⊥(T), the latter has a more linear T-depen-
dence for T . Tc. This is expected from Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory,
see equation 2.55, and previously observed in thin quench-condensed
Al films [128]. The expected temperature dependencies are verified with
fitting as shown in figure 4.4. The extraction of the film thickness (d)
using critical fields ratio, equation 2.56, overestimates with d & 5 nm.
The overshoot is correlated with the high Bc,⊥, which we attribute to the
significant amount of monolayer thin metallic Al across the film.

Another feature worth highlighting is the upward curvature of Bc,⊥(T)
for T . Tc, previously observed in thin granular aluminum [129]. There,
the authors attributed the effect to electron localization and electron-
electron interaction.
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4.4 conclusion

This chapter introduced epitaxial Al grown on an insulating GaAs sub-
strate. A film, partially oxidized with AO, was studied with TEM and
EELS, showing ∼ 2 nm Al hills connected by 1-2 monolayers metallic
aluminum. Resistance of bars etched out of as-grown (AGGaAs) and
anodized (AO) aluminum was measured as a function of magnetic
fields B|| and B⊥ at various temperatures. The high normal resistivity
ρN,AO ∼ 3.5 kΩ/� of the anodized film indicates a disordered aluminum
film. As expected, it had enhanced critical fields Bc,||(1.18 K) = 6 T,
Bc,||(0) = 2.5 T and increased critical temperature Tc = 2.27 K.

With the high resistivity, the partially oxidized aluminum could be
interesting for the resonator community as has been the case for granular
aluminum [130].





5
A N O D I C O X I D AT I O N O F A L O N I N A S 2 D E G S

In chapter 4, we showed that partial oxidation of Al, grown on insulating
GaAs, significantly increases its critical field and temperature. In this
chapter we study anodic oxidation of Al grown on a heterostructure
hosting an InAs 2DEG, specifically M26, shown in figure 3.3. Section 5.1
displays the measured devices, oxidized at different voltages VAO. Results
from the superconducting devices are presented in section 5.2, while the
transport properties of the resistive ones are elaborated in section 5.3.
Concluding remarks are given in section 5.4.
These results are also presented in [121].

5.1 devices

The two main aims for implementing anodic oxidation on the hybrid
Al-InAs 2DEG structures are:

1. Increasing critical temperature Tc and critical magnetic field Bc of
Al by partial oxidation, expanding the parameter space in which
Majorana modes could reside at zero energy, see subsection 2.4.5.
Especially an increased Bc/Tc ratio is beneficial.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)
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Figure 5.1: Al on InAs 2DEG devices. (a) Optical micrograph of an
elongated Al/InAs Hall bar (device β) characterized by four
different active regions, each of them oxidized and labeled
with a different VAO value. (b-e) Expected results of the
anodic oxidation process for VAO between 3.5 V and 5.5 V.
Increasing VAO increases oxidation depth, effectively thinning
down the remaining metallic Al until only alumina is left, de-
picted in (d). Further increasing VAO oxidizes the underlying
III/V, indicated in (e).

2. A complete oxidation of Al should passivate the 2DEG, decreasing
the surface scattering that is associated with it being shallow. Re-
duced scattering would enable stable quantum Hall states at lower
fields. Combined with an increased perpendicular critical field of
the Al, proximitized quantum Hall states might be realizable.

To accomplish these the right anodic oxidation voltages VAO have to
be used. The higher the voltage, the deeper the oxidation, see subsec-
tion 3.3.2. Initial tests indicated that full oxidation would happen within
a voltage range VAO ∼ 4− 6 V.

Two elongated Hall bars were fabricated simultaneously on the same
chip. We’ll call them device α and device β. Device β is displayed
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in figure 5.1(a). After a mesa etch, AO was performed at four differ-
ent voltages in four sequential lithography steps. The voltages VAO =

[3.5, 4.2, 4.8, 5.5] V, were applied to oxidize different segments of the two
devices confined by electron beam lithography. The exposed areas each
constitute a Hall bar with four side leads (two on each side), allowing
measurement of longitudinal and Hall resistivities, ρxx and ρxy. After
the anodic oxidations, dielectric was grown and Ti/Au was deposited for
top gating.

When the devices were cooled in a dilution refrigerator with base
temperature of 20 mK, the devices exposed to 3.5 and 4.2 V were super-
conducting, suggesting metallic aluminum being left behind, indicated
in figure 5.1(b,c). The 4.8 and 5.5 V exposed Hall bars on the other hand
showed finite resistance and were gateable, suggesting a full oxidation of
aluminum, figure 5.1(d), and potentionally oxidation into the underlying
III/V semiconductor figure 5.1(e).

5.2 enhanced critical fields of thinned Al on InAs 2deg

Transport measurements of superconducting anodized Al on a InAs
2DEG heterostructure show similar trends in field and temperature as the
anodized Al on insulating GaAs, with the addition of transport signatures
from the 2DEG at B⊥ > Bc,⊥.

Figure 5.2(a) shows Bc,||(T) (defined as ρxx(Bc,⊥) = 0.01ρN) for the
superconductive bars: Hall bars on device α and β with VAO = 3.5 V and
4.2 V as well as the bar with as grown epitaxial Al (AG), displayed in
figure 3.5. The data is extracted from ρxx(B||) scans at fixed temperatures.
Lower-left inset displays ρxx(B||) from AG and 3.5 V Hall bars measured
at 20 mK, showing a sharp superconducting transition. Top-right inset
presents 4.2 V measurements of ρxx(B||) at 1.8 K, showing a smooth
superconducting transitions. The full set of measurements is included in
the appendix section C.2.

AG has a normal state resistivity ρN,AG = 6Ω/�. On both device
α and β, the aluminum anodized with 3.5 V has ρN,3.5,α = ρN,3.5,β =

61Ω/�. The aluminum anodized with 4.2 V came out were not identical
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: Enhanced Al on InAs 2DEG. (a) Temperature dependence of
Bc,|| for Hall bar of as grown Al (AG) and for Hall bars with
AO performed at 3.5 and 4.2 V. Data from both devices, α
and β, are included. Some of the 4.2 V points were measured
twice. Examples of ρxx(B||) scans are included in the insets,
acquired at the stated temperatures. (b) ρxx as a function
of B⊥ at different temperatures for the Al film on device
β anodized at 4.2 V. (c) Extraction of Bc,⊥(T) for both Al
films anodized at 4.2 V. Base temperature Bc,⊥ for both Hall
bars anodized at 3.5 V and AG are included. Those data are
extracted from scans displayed in the inset.
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on the two devices with ρN,4.2,α = 120Ω/� and ρN,4.2,β = 160Ω/�. Both
4.2 V Hall bars have broad superconducting transitions. The critical
fields are extracted as ρxx(Bc,||) = 0.01 · ρN. Tc at 0 and 6 T was obtained
through temperature sweeps at those fields. The critical field and tem-
perature for AG are Bc,|| = 2.49 T and Tc = 1.70 K while for the 3.5 V
exposed films, we find Bc,|| = 5.44 T and Tc = 2.31 K. The thinnest
films, the 4.2 V anodized Hall bars on device α and β, both have in-plane
critical fields exceeding 6 T. The critical temperatures at 0 and 6 T are
2.32 K and 1.30 K for 4.2 V,α and 1.03 K and 2.05 K for 4.2 V, β.

Both of the 4.2 V devices have normal state resistivities an order of
magnitude lower than the resistivity of AOI on GaAs, supposedly due to
having the less resistive 2DEG in parallel. The fact that ρN,4.2,β > ρN,4.2,α

tells us that the Hall bar on device β has a thinner or more disordered
Al film. Simultaneously it has a lower Tc indicating that we are beyond
the optimal thickness and disorder after which Tc is expected to drop
[42, 43].

The significant differences of the two 4.2 V Hall bars indicates a lack
of repeatability. For these few mono-layer (ML) thick aluminum films a
small change in thickness and disorder has a significant impact on the Al
properties since the films are close to the superconductor-insulator transi-
tion. Even a difference on the order of a ML, would affect these devices.
This fact makes the films good probes for repeatability of the used AO
procedure. Even though the devices were made simultaneously in the
same fabrication steps, the points mentioned in subsection 3.3.3 cause
the different outcomes. Another source could be slight non-uniformity in
Al growth thickness.

Figure 5.2(b) shows ρxx(B⊥) scans at different temperatures of the
VAO = 4.2 V, β device, while data from VAO = 4.2 V, α is shown in
appendix section C.2. Data for AG and 3.5 V anodized Hall bars
were only measured at base temperature and are displayed in inset
of figure 5.2(c). In both 4.2 V anodized bars we see a crossing of the
isotherms as was observed on the GaAs substrate, figure 4.3(b). There, the
ρxx(B⊥) saturated shortly after the crossing. Saturation is not observed
in fig:InAsScTransport(b), but might happen at larger fields.
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Other features that clearly indicate the presence of InAs 2DEG is the
ρxx oscillating and increasing with B⊥. These oscillations are elaborated
in chapter 7.

Even though the normal state resistance increases in B⊥, to extract
Bc,⊥(T), we use 1% of the same ρN that was used when extracting
Bc,||(T). The result is displayed in figure 5.2(c) together with extractions
from the other four Hall bars. Both of the 3.5 V Hall bars and the AG
bar were only measured at base temperature, line scans shown in the
inset. Bc,⊥(T ∼ 20 mK) = 40 mT for AG bar, 230 mT for the 3.5 V Hall
bars, while 4.2 V, α and β have Bc,⊥ = 2.96 T and 3.45 T, respectively.
As observed for anodized Al on GaAs substrate, figure 4.3(c), Bc,⊥ is
increased by more than two orders of magnitude. For the thinnest Al
bars, the Bc,⊥(T) dependence is close to linear with an upward curvature
close to Tc.

As found in chapter 4, Tc and especially Bc of epitaxially grown Al
films were found to increase significantly through partial oxidation. Of
the two 4.2 V Hall bars, β has both the lowest Tc and highest Bc,⊥,
indicating that it is the thickness and/or disorder that enables these 2

orders of magnitude increases of Bc,⊥.

5.3 surface passivation

Further increase of VAO enables full oxidation of the as-grown Al film,
entirely turning it into alumina. Such a process allows for both passiva-
tion of the semiconductor underneath and for removal of the metallic
Al. As the electrostatic screening of metallic Al is removed, it enables
manipulation of the charge carrier density in the semiconductor via a
top-gate, see subsection 2.1.2.

Subsection 5.3.1 studies the changes in carrier density and mobility
while subsection 5.3.2 presents a high perpendicular magnetic field B⊥
study of the highest mobility Hall bar to investigate quantum Hall effect.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 5.3: Increased carrier mobility with AO. Comparison of Hall bar
mobility and density versus top-gate voltage for three different
devices, identified by the legend in (c). The red triangles
represent data from the etched Hall bar in figure 3.4. The
yellow circles and blue squares are from Hall bars anodized
at 5.5 V and 4.8 V respectively.
(a) Carrier density as a function of top-gate voltage. (b) Carrier
mobility as a function of top-gate voltage. (c) Carrier mobility
as a function of carrier density.

5.3.1 Increased carrier mobility

Top-gate biasing was found to be possible on Hall bars anodized at
VAO = 4.8 V and 5.5 V, see figure 5.3(a-b), suggesting that the residual
metallic Al film is discontinuous or completely oxidized. Here in the
main text we present Hall bars anodized at VAO = 4.8 V and 5.5 V
from device α while data from VAO = 4.8 V, β is presented in Appendix
section C.3 and section C.4.

Characterization of the two Hall bars was done by measuring longitu-
dinal resistivity ρxx and Hall resistivity ρxy as a function of out of plane
magnetic field B⊥ and top-gate voltage VTG to extract carrier density ne

and carrier mobility µ, as shown in subsection 2.1.1. These are compared
to the Hall bar produced by Al wet etch, presented in figure 3.4. In
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Hall bar max µ ne(max µ) max le

4.8 V 8.0 · 104 cm2/Vs n = 7.7 · 1011 cm−2 1.16 µm

5.5 V 3.2 · 104 cm2/Vs n = 6.5 · 1011 cm−2 492 nm

Etched 4.2 · 104 cm2/Vs n = 6.1 · 1011 cm−2 541 nm

Table 3: Carrier properties for various Hall bars. Mobility peak and
corresponding density is extracted from figure 5.3(c) and mean
free path is calculated by equation 2.17.

figure 5.3 we display VTG dependence of µ versus ne for the three Hall
bars.

Measured carrier densities are displayed in figure 5.3(a) as a function of
VTG. For all Hall bars, ne decreases monotonically by negatively biasing
VTG with an exception of the etched having fluctuations for VTG > −0.3
V. At VTG = 0, the etched Hall bar has ne ∼ 4.0 · 1012 cm−2, while the
Hall bars anodized at 5.5 V and 4.8 V have ne = 1.1 · 1012 cm−2 and
ne = 9.8 · 1011 cm−2 respectively. The same order is observed in the
slope of of ne vs VTG, with the etched Hall bar having the steepest slope
and the 4.8 V Hall bar slope being the flattest.

The corresponding mobilities are shown in figure 5.3(b) as a function
of VTG and in figure 5.3(c) as function of ne. The shape of mobility versus
density curves is similar for etched and anodized Hall bars. They are
therefore all interpreted according to the explanation given in subsec-
tion 3.1.4.

The mobility peak and corresponding density and mean free path are
presented in table 3. We see a factor ∼ 2 increase of peak mobility from
the VAO = 4.8 V Hall bar compared to the etched Hall bar, while the
VAO = 5.5 V Hall bar has a decreased peak mobility.

Two factors could play a role in the increased mobility peak after AO
at 4.8 V. The lack of being exposed to an Al etch, such as Transene, and
an alumina passivation of the III/V, as depicted in figure 5.1(d). Together,
these decrease surface scattering compared to the etched Hall bar.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: SdHO and Hall quantization. Quantum Hall effect data at
20 mK from the Hall bar anodized at 4.8 V. Longitudinal
(a) and Hall (b) resistivities as a function of B⊥ for different
top-gate voltages in between 0 and −2.5 V with a step of
0.5 V. Hall resistivity is displayed in integer fractions of h/e2.
Even denominators are displayed by dashed lines while odd
denominators are marked as solid lines.

AO at 5.5 V showed decreased mobility peak compared to the etched
Hall bar. We suspect that 5.5 V introduces disorder by contributing to
oxidation of the semiconductor underneath, as depicted in figure 5.1(e).

5.3.2 Integer quantum Hall effect in shallow InAs 2DEG

Measurements of ρxx and ρxy as a function of top-gate voltage VTG and
high perpendicular magnetic field B⊥ (up to 6 T) was done for the Hall
bars with the highest mobilities, anodized at 4.8 V. This subsection
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presents data from the highest mobility Hall bar on from device α while
the data from device β is presented in section C.4.

Figure 5.4(a) shows ρxx as a function of B⊥ for different VTG between
0 and −2.5 V. Shubnikov de Haas oscillations (SdHO) are visible for
B⊥ > 1 T with vanishing minima of ρxx for B⊥ ∼ 2.5 T. This is ∼ 1 T
lower than our highest superconducting Bc,⊥ reported in section 5.2.
Concurrently with vanishing ρxx, resistance plateaus are observed in
figure 5.4(b) for ρxy with B⊥ > 2 T, which is consistent with quantum
Hall effect signatures, see subsection 2.2.4.

Besides SdHO, additional ρxx peaks are present in figure 5.4(a). Start-
ing at the three least negative VTG = [0,−0.5,−1.0] V, a broad and tall
resistivity spike is observed between 4 and 6 T and a smaller increment
to ρxx is observed just below 2 T. For the most negative VTG, the high
field spike moves towards 3 T, and the increment below 2 T becomes
more prominent. Lastly a weak localization peak as discussed in subsec-
tion 2.2.2 is observed around B⊥ = 0.

As for ρxx, additional features are observed in the Hall resistivity as
well. At fields where ρxx has additional spikes, ρxy exhibits noise and
forms non-integer plateaus. Below 4T, ρxy only has plateaus at odd
fractions. This fact is more clear in figure 5.5(a), displaying a color map
of ρxy(VTG, B⊥), from which we extract the filling factor ν and display it
across the map. The same ν are added to a color map of ρxx(VTG, B⊥),
figure 5.5(b), showing a Landau fan diagram with additional features.
The most obvious of these is a resonance crossing the Landau fan at
high fields, marked by red arrows, which is the origin of the high field
resistance spikes mentioned above. We notice that above the resonance,
ν has regular even integer counting with spin-splitting into odd values
around B⊥ ∼ 5 T. Below the resonance, ν has odd integer counting.
Another, less prominent resonance, marked by the blue arrow, is the
origin of the increment and spikes below 2 T in figure 5.4(a). A better
visualization of the low-field features is obtained from an un-saturated
color map of ρxx(VTG, B⊥), displayed in figure 5.5(c).

Similar ρxx resonances and odd ρxy counting turning into even count-
ing when crossing a high field resonance was observed in the high field
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(b)(a)

(c)

Figure 5.5: QHE resistivity maps. Quantum Hall effect data at 20 mK
from the Hall bar anodized at 4.8 V. 2D map of the (a) Hall
and (b) longitudinal resistivities as a function of B⊥ and top-
gate VTG. Longitudinal resistivity is saturated to highlight
the Landau fan. Extracted filling factors are indicated on the
maps. Arrows in (b) highlight additional resonances. (c) Same
data as shown in (b), but without color saturation, allowing us
to see more features. Additional resonances are marked with
arrows. Especially the resonances below 2 T, (blue arrows) are
more striking on the unsaturated plot.
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Figure 5.6: High B⊥ rhoxx-measurements of etched Hall bar.
2D maps of the longitudinal resistivity as a function of B⊥
and top-gate VTG. Arrows highlight additional resonances.

study, done on the 4.8 V Hall bar on device β, presented in Appendix
section C.4.

Speculations about the origin of extra resonances in ρxx and the addi-
tion to ν that comes with them lead to an interpretation including a low
density 2nd band from an additional quantum well. The extra resonances
represent its fan-diagram, superimposed on the other. The broad fans
indicate a low mobility. To explain the observed combined filling factor ν,
we suggest that crossing the high field resonance, marked by red arrows
in figure 5.5(b-c), takes the 2nd 2DEG filling factor from ν2nd = 1 to 0.
Depletion of a Hall bar with B⊥ is commonly observed in the study of
disordered 2DEGs [131]. The origin of such a 2nd band and where it
would reside is not clear. It could live in an unintentional quantum well
deeper in the heterostructure. One might also expect the AO process
to be the cause. To verify whether the additional band is intrinsic for
the material we measured an etched Hall in large perpendicular fields,
see figure 5.6. Extra resonances are also observed here, suggesting that
the extra bands are not AO-related. When studying new growths, we
propose to do similar IQHE measurements to verify whether a single
or multiple quantum wells are present in a given heterostructure. This
knowledge makes interpreting device data a lot easier.
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5.4 conclusion

This chapter studied the effect of AO on Hall bars made out of shallow
InAs 2DEG heterostructures with epitaxially grown Al on the top. We
have shown that oxidizing the Al on the Hall bars, rather than stripping
it by wet etching, can lead to enhanced properties of the Al and the 2DEG.
Different oxidation depths were obtained by applying different anodic
oxidation voltages: 3.5, 4.2, 4.8, and 5.5 V.

Partially oxidized Al showed enhanced critical fields with Bc,|| > 6 T
and Bc,⊥ up to ∼ 3.5 T. Compared to the AG bar, this is more than
a doubling of Bc,|| and 2 orders of magnitude increase of Bc,⊥. With
only a slight relative increase in Tc, up to 2.3 K, the ratio Bc,||/Tc ∝
Bc,||/∆ is increased significantly. This is promising for Majorana physics
applications, since it increases the topological gap, see subsection 2.4.5.

The very high critical fields are possible due to the Al film being
disordered. It is to our knowledge a novel material system to have a
disordered superconductor in strong proximity coupling to a 2DEG. In
chapter 7, we will further study this new system.

Coating the heterostructure with alumina, through full oxidation of
the grown Al, increases mobility peak up to 80 · 103cm2/Vs, twice the
value obtained with regular Al etch. Oxidizing too deep reduces the
mobility peak.

Within the 600− 700 mV spacing between the different applied VAO

there are, most likely, voltages that could result in even higher Bc or µ.
Integer quantum Hall effect (ρxx = 0) was observed at ∼ 2.5 T, giv-

ing 1 T overlap with the highest superconducting Bc,⊥, enabling fu-
ture research into superconductor-IQHE hybrids. This is intriguing
since we know that the interface is pristine, insuring close to unity An-
dreev reflection probability. With this approach, the superconductor
can be patterned on top of the IQH liquid while for other material sys-
tems the superconductor only interacts with QH-states from the edge
[85, 96, 98, 99, 101, 132].

Anodic oxidation voltages in between 4.2 V and 4.8 V has not yet been
tested. It might be that higher critical field or better 2DEG passivation
could be achieved by trying other anodization voltages.
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These results encourage a reconsideration of the processes we apply
to pattern Al on our hybrid structures. Not only 2DEGs, but also vapor-
liquid-solid nanowires and selective area growth could potentially benefit.
Ideas are elaborated in section 8.4.



6
E N A B L I N G H I G H R E S O L U T I O N L I T H O G R A P H Y W I T H
A N O D I C O X I D AT I O N

A crucial part in many modern solid state experiments is the ability
to define objects on a nanometer scale to promote quantum mechanical
features. The devices made out of anodic oxidation (AO) in chapter 4 and
5 were micrometer-sized bars for which good lateral resolution was not
necessary. To make small junctions or 1D wires for Majorana experiments,
lateral resolution is a key requirement. This chapter presents our results
in obtaining good lithographic resolution with AO by implementing a
metal masks rather than regular electron-beam resists.

Section 6.1 elaborates the problem with regular electron beam re-
sists and introduces the idea of using a metal mask instead. Section 6.2
presents the devices fabricated with a metal mask and section 6.3 presents
a in-depth study of a magnetic field resilient Josephson junction. Conclu-
sions are made in section 6.4.
These results are also presented in [121].

6.1 metal masking

Combining lithography processes with anodic oxidation would open a
new path to pattern the Al films on shallow semiconductor heterostruc-
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2µm

Exposed region
Penumbra

Figure 6.1: Scanning electron microscopy of a test patterning by AO
with an electron beam lithography resist mask. The light
regions are the developed regions directly exposed by an-
odic oxidation. The darker ’penumbra’ are regions around
the exposed areas, unintendedly being affected by anodic
oxidation.

tures. In the pursuit of realizing this combination, different lithography
masks were tested for compatibility. First attempts were done by trying
various E-beam resist masks, all having the same problem. Broad regions
on the order of 0.5 to 2 µm (penumbrae) formed under the resist masks,
not enabling nanometer sized devices. The penumbra was observed with
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), see figure 6.1

Subsequently, the use of metal masks was tried and showed an im-
proved accuracy. The process steps are displayed in figure 6.2. The idea
is based on the assumption that the oxidation depth only is controlled by
the applied voltage VAO [117]. An initial global AO defines the overall
Al thickness through a partial oxidation. Deposition of a thin metal mask
is patterned where Al should stay metallic. A final AO, with a larger
voltage, fully oxidizes the Al not covered by the mask as well as oxidizing
the mask itself. This approach assumes that the result of the final AO
does not depend on whether or how the initial AO was done.

To avoid having floating metal hovering above devices, we evaporated
thin metal masks that would get fully oxidized when shielding the grown
Al from AO, leaving behind an extra dielectric. Titanium was used since
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III/V
Al
AlOx

Metal-Metal-

Initial oxidation

Mask depositionFinal oxidation

maskoxide

Figure 6.2: Metal mask process flow. Schematic illustration of the fab-
rication process combining standard lithography techniques
with metal masks and anodic oxidation. An initial AO defines
the overall Al thickness. The metal mask is patterned on top
of places were Al should stay metallic. A final oxidation fully
oxidizes exposed Al as well as the metal mask.

we could deposit a continuous layer of only 2-3 nm thickness. Liftoff of
such thin Ti films proved tedious. Sonication was necessary for the Ti not
to redeposit in random places on the chip, see section B.6.

A mask of Al would be preferable, but we did not have a sufficiently
cooled evaporation chamber, necessary to get uniform Al layers of a few
nm thickness [10].

SEM micrographs didn’t show any signs of penumbrae, but they could
be hiding under the Ti. Therefor, narrow devices, such as the one in
figure 6.5(a), were designed to validate the lateral extent of the oxidation
in transport measurements.

6.2 devices for evaluating the fab

A chip from M26 (see subsection 3.1.4) was fabricated using double
AO and a Ti mask, as elaborated in section 6.1. Different devices were
made including a Hall bar, an Al Bar, Josephson junctions and S-QPC-N
devices (see figure 3.6). The latter didn’t show clear spectroscopy of an
induced gap. Various colleagues have stated that some forms of titanium
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(b)(a)

Figure 6.3: Characterization of superconducting bar after double AO
with Ti mask. (a) Resistance versus in-plane magnetic field.
(b) Resistance versus perpendicular magnetic field.

oxide has charge traps that will absorb and disperse charges. We thus
suspect the presences of titanium oxide to be the reason for unsuccessful
spectroscopy.

The Hall bar and Al bar were used to characterize the quality of the
semiconductor and the Al film after AO. The initial oxidation was done
at 3.5 V for 5 min. This value was chosen to obtain a high critical field,
but still below our magnets limit of 6 T, similar to 3.5 V in figure 5.2.
The resulting Al film had Bc,|| ≈ 5.6 T and Bc,⊥ ≈ 300 mT, see figure 6.3.
The agreement between results of the two 3.5 V exposures indicates
consistency of the AO setup.

To obtain a favorable mobility, VAO = 4.8 V was used for second AO,
inspired by the good results from figure 5.3. The resulting Hall bar
showed a mobility peak of 11.6 · 103 cm2/Vs at a density of 7.2 · 1011

cm−2, see figure 6.4. This value is much lower than expected, suggesting
the oxidation process was too deep and impacted the semiconductor. An
unintended oxidation depth could be due to a time-dependent AO pro-
cess. This was later confirmed in a separate test elaborated in section 8.2.
Without a time-dependence, the final AO, with the largest VAO, solely
controls the oxidation thickness. With a time-dependence, the depth of
the initial and final oxidation would add up, making our current setup
non-ideal for the metal mask recipe.

The Josephson junctions (JJs) were made narrow with 100 nm thin and
5 µm long elongated superconductor leads, displayed with an electron
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(c)(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: Characterization of semiconducting bar after double AO
with Ti mask. (a) Hall bar carrier density as a function of top-
gate voltage VTG. (b) Hall bar carrier mobility as a function
of top-gate voltage. (c) Hall bar carrier mobility as a function
of carrier density.

micrograph in figure 6.5(a). The distance between the two superconduct-
ing leads, the junction width, was varied between 100 and 400 nm. If the
devices come out functional, the lateral resolution has to be better than
50 nm in either direction.

These design dimensions are subject to possible changes during fabrica-
tion, eg. from a lateral oxidation. The 100 nm wide junction is presented
in this chapter, while data from the three broader junctions can be found
in the appendix section C.5.

A schematic of measurement setup and applied field directions are
also shown in figure 6.5(a). An out-of-plane field B⊥ is used in combi-
nation with an in-plane field Bz, specifically oriented perpendicular to
the junction. An AC current bias of 0.5 nA was applied with possibility
of adding DC bias, IDC, while an AC voltage drop was measured. A
top-gate VTG was used to deplete or populate the junction with carriers.
The two wire gates VW, biased at = −1.6 V, were used to form the nar-
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row junction in the InAs 2DEG enabled by electrostatic screening of the
metallic aluminum, as elaborated in [79].

Gateability of the critical current is displayed in figure 6.5(b) where
the differential resistance (dV/dI) is measured as a function of IDC and
VTG. A critical current of ∼ 1.1 µA is obtained at VTG = 0 V. It decreases
by negatively biasing VTG until pinch-off. Before pinch-off, the red part
of the map corresponds to the normal state of the Al films, while green
corresponds to the normal state of the junction.

The impact of B⊥ on the critical current is shown in figure 6.5(c),
acquired with VTG = 0 V. As elaborated in subsection 2.4.4, a Fraunhofer
pattern, described by equation 2.74:

Ic(B⊥) = Ic(0)
∣∣∣∣ sin(πB⊥A/Φ0)

πB⊥A/Φ0

∣∣∣∣ ,

is expected for an ideal JJ. Φ0 is the flux quantum and A the junction
area. In our case, A ∼ 0.1× 5 µm = 0.50 µm2.

We do observe the critical current oscillating with B⊥. Though periodic,
figure 6.5(c) does not display well-defined sinusoidal nodes, possibly due
to the narrow and elongated superconducting leads. For comparison,
a Fraunhover pattern is superimposed the data of figure 6.5(c) using
equation 2.74 with Ic(B⊥ = 0) = 1.23 µA and Φ0/A = 4.6 mT. The
period of ∼ 4.6 mT matches with our data. It corresponding to an area
of 0.45 µm2 not far from the expected value. The corresponding junction
width is 90 nm, very close to the intended 100 nm, suggesting a good
lateral lithographic resolution.

The perpendicular critical field is estimated to 310 mT as evidenced in
the large field Fraunhofer pattern of figure 6.6. This value is consistent
with the critical field of full-sheet anodized Al, figure 6.3. The amplitude
of the anti-nodes doesn’t follow the expected ∝ 1/B⊥ dependence from
equation 2.74, but seem to flatten out at high fields.

6.3 field-induced supercurrent oscillations

Josephson junctions based on shallow 2DEGs should, according to the-
oretical proposals [7, 8], have a Bz driven topological phase transition.
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(c)
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Figure 6.5: AO defined Josephson junction. (a) False-color scanning
electron micro-graph of the reported narrow Josephson junc-
tion. The remaining thin Al layer is in red, and the gates are
colored yellow. The two side gates VW are kept at −1.6 V for
the experiments. Transport was current-biased and 4-terminal
voltage drop (V) was measured. Field directions B⊥ and Bz
are defined in the bottom left part of the figure. (b) Saturated
color map of the differential resistance dV/dI as a function
of current bias IDC and top-gate voltage VTG. (c) Saturated
color map of dV/dI as a function of current bias and perpen-
dicular field. Data taken with VTG = 0. Red dashed curve
is an actual Fraunhover pattern from equation 2.74 using
Ic(B⊥ = 0) = 1.23 µA and Φ0/A = 4.6 mT.
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Figure 6.6: Josephson junction in high B⊥. Saturated color map of
dV/dI as a function of current bias and perpendicular field.
Data taken with VTG = 0.
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Critical current is expected to oscillate with Bz having nodes at the phase
transition. Motivated hereby, two reported experiments [79, 113] explored
the effect of in-plane critical field on JJs in Al/InAs 2DEG heterostructures.
Though limited by the critical field of as-grown Al, both experiments
reports oscillations of critical current with Bz. Ref. [79] associates the
oscillations with a Fraunhofer-like effect from the in-plane field.

Having a JJ made from a high critical field superconductor, we test
the field limitations of the supercurrent, which we define as places
in parameter space where resistance can’t be distinguished from our
measurement noise floor. Differential resistance dV/dI was measured at
IDC = 0 as a function of Bz and B⊥ with VTG = 0, displayed in figure 6.7.
Similar maps were taken at different VTG values. The field directions
were aligned to the device axes before data acquisition. A complicated
pattern is observed with quenching and reappearance of the supercurrent
as a function of both field directions.

The following observations are made for VTG = 0: At low Bz < 1 T,
supercurrent persists for all B⊥ ∈ [−20 : 20] mT. Beyond 1 T resistive
regimes emerges and broadens out. No supercurrent is present after
Bz > 4 T, besides two superconducting blobs appearing at high fields
Bz ∼ 5.5 T, just before the Al turns normal.

Independent of VTG, curtain Bz values [∼ 1.8 T and ∼ 5.5 T] has dips
in dV/dI. To get a more qualitative characterization, we studied the
switching current Isw, defined as the maximum critical current for any
B⊥ in a 10 mT interval, extracted from scans like figure 6.5(c). Isw was
extracted with fixed Bz values between −0.3 T and 5.8 T.

Figure 6.8(a) displays evolution of Isw as a function of Bz for different
VTG values between +0.35 V and −1.3 V. For VTG = −1.3 V and −1.1 V,
we observe the supercurrent being quenched around Bz ∼ 1 T. For
VTG = −0.6 V, the junction goes resistive as well, but superconductivity
reemerges between 1.5 and 2 T. For VTG = 0 and +0.35 V, Isw sustains up
to ∼ 3.4 T, with a local peak around 1.7 T. As observed on figure 6.7(a-
b) Isw reemerges between 5.2 and 5.5 T, close to the critical field of
the superconductor itself. VTG was not driven more positive due to
emergence of gate-leakage.
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Figure 6.7: Supercurrent oscillations. Study of supercurrent oscillations
as a function of magnetic field and top-gate voltage. Differen-
tial resistance is plotted versus Bz and B⊥ for different VTG,
indicated above the maps: (a) +350 mV, (b) 0, (c) −600 mV,
(d) −1.1 V, (e) −1.2 V, and (f) −1.3 V.
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Resistance of the junction in the normal regime also oscillates with Bz.
To quantify this, we extract the minimum dV/dI for every value of Bz in
each map of figure 6.7. We call it the background resistance Rbg(Bz, VTG)

and plot it for the different VTG in figure 6.8(b).
Field values causing dips in Rbg are clearly correlated with the fields

causing peaks in Isw across all VTG. Those field values are thus inde-
pendent of the InAs chemical potential. The Bz value resulting in a
topological phase transition is expected to have a chemical potential
dependence. We therefore attribute the oscillations to be Bz-induced
orbital effects as reported in [79]. For an orbital effect, periodic nodes and
anti-nodes should be expected. With Isw peaks at Bz ∼ 1.7 T and ∼ 5.4
T, we could be observing 1st and 3rd anti-node, while a 2nd anti-node
around Bz ∼ 3.5 T could be suppressed.

6.4 conclusion

A thin titanium layer was evaporated to mask AO instead of using a
regular E-beam mask that results in penumbrae. An initial AO thinned
down Al to a desired thickness with Bc,|| ≈ 5.6 T and Bc,⊥ ≈ 300 mT.
The final AO, done after Ti evaporation, lead to a too deep oxidation of
the areas not covered by Ti, giving a carrier mobility of 11.6 · 103 cm2/Vs.

Narrow JJs were made to verify the resolution of the AO lithography
with metal masks. A gateable junctions verifies that the Al leads are
not shorted and the period of Fraunhofer-like oscillations indicates that
the leads are not broken. This tells us that the horizontal lithographic
resolution is better than 50 nm, both away from and in-under the metal
mask.

With a high critical field, supercurrent oscillations are studied as a
function of Bz (an in-plane magnetic field, perpendicular to the junc-
tion). The oscillations in Bz are not correlated with a topological phase
transition due to independence of the chemical potential.

Though allowing good lateral lithography, this method lead to an
over-oxidized semiconductor region and spectroscopy did not turn out
well. Ideas on how to address these issues are presented in section 8.3.
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Dips Dips

Figure 6.8: Oscillations of switching current and background resis-
tance. (a) Oscillation and re-emergence of switching current,
Isw (defined in text) versus Bz for different VTG. (b) Back
ground resistance versus Bz for different VTG. Extracted from
figure 6.7.
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ρ(B⊥) O S C I L L AT I O N S I N S U P E R C O N D U C T O R / 2 D E G
H Y B R I D

In chapter 5 we introduced the use of anodic oxidation (AO) to oxidize
epitaxial Al grown on shallow InAs 2DEG heterostructures, resulting in
a novel material system with disordered Al in strong proximity coupling
to an underlying InAs 2DEG. The Hall bar anodized at 4.2 V on device
β had the highest measured critical perpendicular field Bc,⊥ ≈ 3.5 T,
while the similar bar on device α had Bc,⊥ ≈ 3.0 T. This chapter explores
these hybrid structures by presenting observations and studies of 1/B⊥
periodic magnetoresistivity oscillations in 4.2 V anodized Hall bar on
device β. Qualitatively similar observations from device α are displayed
in section C.6.

Section 7.1 presents isotherms of magnetoresistivity as a function of
Bc,⊥ leading to observation of 1/B⊥ periodic magnetoresistivity oscil-
lations above and below Bc,⊥ of the Al film. The temperature and B⊥
dependencies of the oscillations below Bc,⊥ are reported in section 7.2 and
their DC current dependence in section 7.3. The observations are summa-
rized in section 7.4 together with suggestions for more experiments to be
done.

111
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100 µm
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Figure 7.1: Optical micrograph of the studied device, the VAO = 4.2 V
Hall bar from device β, reported in chapter 5. The Hall
bars width W and length L are displayed with L/W = 5.
AC current bias was applied to the Hall bar where Vxx and
Vxy was measured as a function of perpendicular field B⊥,
temperature and DC current.

7.1 observation of magnetoresistivity oscillation

The device we study in this chapter is displayed in figure 7.1. The Hall
bar with length L and width W is defined in a shallow InAs 2DEG het-
erostructure with transparent proximity coupling to an epitaxially grown
Al film. The Al was oxidized ex situ into a disordered superconductor,
see chapter 5. We will show data from measurements of magnetoresistiv-
ity, both longitudinal ρxx and Hall ρxy as a function of a perpendicular
magnetic field, B⊥, temperature, T, and DC current, IDC.

A good place to start an exploratory study of a new superconducting
system is looking at its isotherms which can help indicating phase tran-
sitions as the superconductor-insulator transition, see subsection 2.3.7.
Isotherms of ρxx(B⊥) and ρxy(B⊥) are presented in figure 7.2. Below
2 K the device is superconducting. Once temperature drives Al in the
normal state, the device has a significant Hall effect. Using equation 2.15

we extract a density ne = 1.15 · 1012 cm−2 from the zero field Hall slope,
very similar to the ne(VTG = 0) of the anodized InAs 2DEGs presented in
subsection 5.3.1. The low density together with a critical superconducting
temperature Tc ∼ 2 K indicates a very strong electron-electron interaction
[28].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.2: Magneto-resistivity isotherms. (a) Longitudinal and (b) Hall
magneto-resistivity isotherms were measured simultaneously.
Crossing of isotherms, Bc

xx are marked with dots and Bc
xy with

stripes. The data of (a) is the same presented in figure 5.2(b).
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Having Al in parallel with the 2DEG would usually lead to a vanishing
Hall effect due to the high carrier density of Al. The Hall resistance from
two channels in parallel is given by [133]

Rxy =
B
e

(µ2
1ne,1 + µ2

2ne,2) + (µ1µ2B)2(ne,1 + ne,2)

[(µ1ne,1 + µ2ne,2)2 + (µ1µ2B)2(ne,1 + ne,2)2]
, (7.1)

with µ1,µ2 and ne,1, ne,2 being the carrier mobility and density of the two
respective materials; in our case InAs and Al. At low fields where the
Hall slope is extracted the expression is simplified to

Rxy =
B
e

µ2
Alne,Al + µ2

InAsne,InAs[
(µAlne,Al + µInAsne,InAs)2

] . (7.2)

In chapter 4, we saw a significant increase in the longitudinal resistance
of anodized Al, which according to equation 2.14 suggests a reduced
ne,Al · µAl product. For ne,Al · µAl � ne,InAs · µInAs, equation 7.2 reduces
to

Rxy ≈
Bµ2

InAsne,InAs

e [(µInAsne,InAs)2]
=

B
enInAs

. (7.3)

Due to the high resistivity of the oxidized aluminum, the Hall effect
we see from the hybrid could thus be dominated by the InAs 2DEG
contribution.

Both ρxx and ρxy exhibit oscillations for T > Tc showing similar
1/B⊥ periodicities. These are extracted by fast Fourier transform of
their residuals using a Hamming window. Residuals were extracted by a
smoothing spline fit 1. Assuming that the oscillations are of SdHO-nature,
a density ne ∼ 7.5 · 1011 cm−2 is extracted from both using equation 2.34.
The density is lower than that extracted from the zero field Hall slope.
Assuming that µAl is very low, SdH is only expected from the InAs
channel. The additional density extracted from the zero field Hall slope
could be a carrier contribution from the oxidized Al. Another explanation
for the difference in extracted densities the presence of e-e interaction,
which only affects the Hall slope [134].

1 https://www.mathworks.com/help/curvefit/smoothing-splines.html

https://www.mathworks.com/help/curvefit/smoothing-splines.html
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Looking at B⊥ > Bc,⊥, we find that all the isotherms on figure 7.2
cross at certain magnetic fields, which is characteristic for superconductor
insulator transitions (SITs), see subsection 2.3.7. The ρxy isotherms cross
at Bc

xy = 3.9 T and later the ρxx crossing happens at Bc
xx = 5.0 T.

Field-driven SITs have been observed in several different disordered
superconductors [47–49, 111, 135–137]. Some of those studies [47–49]
report on the relationship between the isotherm crossing in ρxx and ρxy

in indium-oxide films. Increasing B⊥ they first observe Bc
xx , relating

it to a transition to a Bose-insulator, while at higher fields Bc
xy marks

the global transition out of the superconducting phase. Early work [48]
shows that Bc

xx/Bc
xy decreases from 1 by increasing disorder. A more

recent study on TaN [49] also report on both Bc
xx and Bc

xy, but here a
metallic density distinguished their samples from earlier studies that
showed Bose insulator features. Still they report Bc

xx < Bc
xy.

The observation of Bc
xx > Bc

xy, different from all earlier observations,
could be due to our system being shorted to a 2DEG with additional
orbital effects or due to our hybrid having little enough disorder that
Bc

xx/Bc
xy > 1.

When plotting the magneto-resistivities of figure 7.2 on log scale, finite
resistivity oscillations are found for B⊥ < Bc,⊥, in both ρxx and ρxy, see
figure 7.3. These oscillations and their dependence on B⊥, T, and IDC are
the main research topic of this chapter.

Clear B⊥ < Bc,⊥ oscillations were not observed in the 4.2 V anodized
Hall bar on device α, but a similar, though smaller, resistance increase
between 1 and 3 T was observed.

With the amplitude of the oscillations being small and temperature
dependent, measurement parameters had to be optimized. The frequency
of the AC current was set to 13 and 21 Hz(one for each Hall bar). An
AC amplitude of 1 nA, sourced through 1 GΩ, was found to give good
signal-to-noise ratio without introducing heating. The sample itself was
used as temperature sensor. The parameters for minimizing heating
effects were found by optimizing Bc,⊥. Heating was also introduced by
sweeping the magnet. Rather than lowering the ramping rate, a longer
Lock-in time constant was found efficient in reducing the temperature
of the sample during magnet field sweeps and simultaneously yielded
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3: Magneto-resistivity isotherms, log axis. Same data as on fig-
ure 7.2, both plotted on a log-scale to highlight the small but
finite (a) longitudinal and (b) Hall resistivity for B < Bc,⊥.
Small resistivity oscillations are visible for both measurements,
highlighted by the inset of (a) showing a zoom of the longitu-
dinal resistivity on a linear axis.
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Figure 7.4: Comparing Rxx(B⊥) and Rxy(B⊥). Both resistances are plot-
ted for three different temperatures, 20 mK, 500 mK, and
1.2 K.

better a signal-to-noise ratio. A long time-constant of 10 sec was applied
for the field sweeps.

In figure 7.3, the sub-Bc,⊥ Hall resistivity is larger than the corre-
sponding longitudinal resistivity. The same observation is also true for
figure C.10. For B⊥ < Bc,⊥ the ratio ρxy/ρxx turns out to be 5, the aspect
ratio of the bars. With Rxx = (L/W)ρxx and Rxy = ρxy, we find that
Rxx = Rxy for B < Bc,⊥, which was observed on both bars, as displayed
on figure 7.4 and figure C.11.

The Rxx = Rxy equality holds true for a range of temperatures, until
T brings Bc,⊥ to very low fields. We haven’t figured out the physics
behind the equality yet. The relation was first realized a while after the
experiment ended. A couple tests, yet to be done, that could shed light
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on the physics are:

Measure other bars with other aspect ratios.
If the Rxx = Rxy equality holds true for different aspect ratios, it would
indicate a lack of dependence on the bulk. Another devices could be
made were multiple probes contact the region exposed to anodic oxi-
dation. Here it would be interesting to check if Rxx of the oscillations
is constant on a given Hall bar, independent of the distance between
measurement probes.

Measure the various voltage drops.
Measurements of Vxx on both sides of the Hall bar, both Vxy, the diagonal
voltage VD, and the off-diagonal voltage VD could be compared with
Landauer-Bütikker analysis [16]. Appendix D displays an analysis based
on the single Vxx = Vxy dataset we have, assuming that it is true for all
combinations of Vxx and Vxy. The analysis suggests that VD and/or VD
would be zero, depending on the field-direction. It would be interesting
to measure all voltage drops in both field directions to test this prediction.

7.2 temperature and 1/B⊥ dependence

Figure 7.4 clearly shows resistances at intermediate fields having an in-
verse temperature dependence. To highlight this observation, figure 7.5
displays longitudinal resistivity as a function of temperature for a se-
lection of B⊥. Between 0.5 and 3 T, ρxx decreases with increasing T,
until Tc(B) is reached. Increased resistance from decreased temperature
is usually known for energy-gapped materials such as insulators and
undoped semiconductors, suggesting the observed resistance having a
semiconductor-nature from the 2DEG under the oxidized aluminum.

Besides the overall resistance, the resistance oscillation amplitudes also
decrease when increasing temperature. This is highlighted in figure 7.6
by extracting the residual of the longitudinal resistivity. The residuals
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2.25 T
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3.2
5 T

 = 0
0.25 T

0.50 T

0.75 T

1.25 T

1.7
5 T

Figure 7.5: Inverse temperature dependence. Data from figure 7.3 plot-
ted as ρ(T) for various constant B⊥. At low T and intermedi-
ate B⊥, ρxx has an inverse temperature dependence.

were extracted by fitting a 2nd order polynomial between 1.1 and 1.75 T.
Base temperature example is displayed on figure 7.6(a).

In figure 7.6(b) we show the extract residuals for several temperatures.
The oscillation periods seem to increase with B⊥. When as 1/B⊥ in
figure 7.6(c) the residuals look periodic. Verification of a periodicity is
done with fast Fourier transform (FFT), using a Hamming window. The
result is displayed in figure 7.6(d). The 1/B⊥ frequency is ∼ 14 T.

The observed oscillations resemble Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations
(SdHO), reviewed in subsection 2.2.3. They are 1/B⊥ periodic and
their amplitudes decrease with increasing temperature. Assuming that
they are SdHO, quasiparticle properties can be extracted from the FFT
presented in figure 7.6(d). The FFT frequency (in tesla) can be plugged
into equation 2.34 and results in an electron density

ne = 2
e
h
· 14 T = 6.8 · 1011cm−2, (7.4)

lower than both the zero field Hall slope density ne = 1.15 · 1012 cm−2

and the T > Tc oscillation density ne ∼ 7.5 · 1011 cm−2. For the latter, the
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Background
(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 7.6: 1/B⊥ dependence of sub-Bc,⊥ ρxx oscillations. (a) Extraction
of magnetoresistivity background, here shown at base tem-
perature scan. For all temperatures, the extraction was done
with a 2nd order polynomial between 1.1 and 1.75 T, marked
by arrows. The resulting residuals at different temperatures
are plotted as a function of (b) B⊥ and (c) 1/B⊥ offset by 0.5
Ω/�. The colorbar is marking temperatures for all subfig-
ures. (d) The 1/B⊥ periods are extracted with FFT showing a
frequency f ∼ 14 T for all temperatures. Axis is normalized
to the base temperature peak height. (e) Peak height as a
function of temperature is fitted using equation 2.36 to extract
an effective mass m∗ = 0.77± 0.22me.
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difference is small, and could possibly be explained by a temperature
dependent density.

With the temperature dependence of SdHO, effective mass of the
carriers can be extracted using equation 2.36. Rather than using the height
of a single peak, the FFT amplitudes can be used. The fit, displayed
in figure 7.6(e), extracts an effective mass m∗ = 0.77 ± 0.22me. For
comparison, the effective mass of bulk InAs carriers is 0.023 me, see
table 2.

Such a high effective mass can, to our knowledge, not be a property
of the 2DEG alone but must be due to having the disordered Al in close
proximity. With both SdHO and superconductivity being quenched by
temperature, a correlation of the two could have a stronger temperature
dependence than regular SdHO, which would result in an overestimate
of the effective mass.

7.3 dc current dependence

Another way to probe the physics of the sub-Bc,⊥ oscillations, is to
measure the IDC dependence of ρ̃xx and ρ̃xy, defined as

ρ̃xx = (W/L)
dVxx

dIAC

∣∣∣∣
IDC=0

, ρ̃xy =
dVxy

dIAC

∣∣∣∣
IDC=0

.

This study, done at base temperature (20 mK), is displayed in figure 7.7.
Data was taken by sweeping IDC and stepping B⊥.

Finite DC current bias suppresses sub Bc,⊥ oscillations, both in ρ̃xx and
ρ̃xy, similar to when increasing the temperature. Decrease of oscillation
amplitude with IDC is another feature, known from SdHO [138].

The turn-on of higher resistances happens earlier in IDC and B⊥ for
ρ̃xx, figure 7.7(a), than for ρ̃xy, figure 7.7(b). The extended red region
in ρ̃xx is interpreted as an onset of vortex flow which, as mentioned in
subsection 2.3.6, is expected to only give a longitudinal voltage drop
(x̂ direction) due to the Lorentz force accelerating the vortices in the ŷ
direction.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 7.7: IDC dependence of ρxx and ρxy, measured at T = 20 mK.
(a) Longitudinal and (b) Hall resistivity as a function of DC
current and perpendicular field.
Notice that IDC < 0 is included and that the IDC range of the
two plots is not identical.
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Figure 7.8: Line cuts of IDC dependence of ρ̃xx and ρ̃xy. (a) Longitudinal
and (b) Hall resistivity as a function of DC current for various
perpendicular fields. Data extracted from figure 7.7.
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(b)(a)
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Figure 7.9: Line cuts of small IDC dependence of ρ̃xx and ρ̃xy. (a) Longi-
tudinal and (b) Hall resistivity as a function of DC current for
selected perpendicular fields. Data extracted from figure 7.7.

Lines cuts from figure 7.7, displayed on figure 7.8, are useful for extract-
ing the resistance slopes around Bc,⊥. The abrupt onset of ρ̃xx suggests a
vortex creep where the current is just enough for vortices to jump between
pinning sites. The presence of pinning is not unexpected if the oxidized
Al has a similar morphology as seen on figure 4.2. This interpretation is
backed by the lack of sudden jumps of ρ̃xy, see figure 7.8(b).

At B⊥ > 3.2 T the critical current becomes low enough to increase the
resistance at IDC = 0, turning the SdHO peak into a dip in resistivity,
both for longitudinal and Hall, displayed on figure 7.9.

7.4 conclusion and work to be done

In this chapter a study was conducted on bars defined in epitaxial Al
on InAs 2DEG exposed to VAO = 4.2 V. This produces a novel material
system of an disordered superconductor with transparent coupling to an
underlying 2DEG.

We observe small (< 20 Ω) resistance oscillations appearing at finite
B⊥ below Bc,⊥, both in longitudinal and Hall resistance. A few important
observations regarding the oscillations are made, suggesting that they
could be related to Shubnikov-de Haas physics from the 2DEG:

• The oscillations are 1/B⊥ periodic.
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• Assuming they are SdHO, a density of 6.6 · 1011 cm−2 is extracted,
which could be the density of the underlying 2DEG.

• The oscillation amplitudes decrease with increasing temperature
or DC current.

Other 1/B⊥ periodic oscillations were observed at multiple tesla for
T > Tc. Their period is comparable to a density of ne = 7.5 · 1011 cm−2.
The density is close to but larger than that extract from the small os-
cillations. This additional density could maybe be due to the higher
temperature.

An even higher density ne = 1.15 · 1012 cm−2 was extracted from
the zero field Hall slope at T > Tc. Here, both the aluminum and
e-e-interaction could cause the higher density.

Current dependence was extracted from 2D sweeps of IDC and B⊥,
measuring both ρ̃xx and ρ̃xy. Resistance of the B⊥ < Bc,⊥ oscillations are
decreased by application of a DC current. The data suggests that vortices
are pinned at low currents, but starts creeping after a few µA, depending
on B⊥.

The following two observations, are currently not fully understood:

• The above mentioned Shubnikov-de Haas-like oscillations were
observed in both longitudinal and Hall resistivities. Moreover,
when plotted as resistances, the relation Rxx = Rxy is true as long
as the oscillations are present, which is from ∼ 0.5 T until Bc,⊥.

• From the temperature dependence of the oscillation amplitudes,
an effective mass m∗ = 0.77± 0.22me is extracted.

Here is a list of things we suggest to be studied to shed light on the
underlying physics of the above-mentioned observations.

• Diagonal and off-diagonal voltage drops should be measured on
the bar since Landauer-Bütikker analysis, see Appendix D, predicts
one of them being 0, depending on the sign of B⊥. Prediction was
found by applying Rxx = Rxy.
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• The bars measured had an aspect ratio of 1 : 5. Observing Rxx =

Rxy for other aspect ratios would indicate the measured resistances
having a lack of dependence on the bulk.

• To extract the effective mass of the 2DEG alone, measurements
of SdHO temperature dependence should be done for an etched
Hall bar and a Hall bar with fully oxidized aluminum. Those
data would be useful in understanding the m∗ = 0.77± 0.22me

observation for the studied bar.



8
I D E A S F O R F U T U R E P R O J E C T S

This thesis has introduced anodic oxidation as a novel way of process-
ing epitaxially grown Al on shallow InAs 2DEG heterostructures, see
subsection 3.3.2. Under the right conditions the method can result in
improved electrical transport performances of the superconductor and
the 2DEG. Chapter 5 reports significant increases in Bc,|| and Bc,⊥ from
a partial oxidation and Hall bar mobility peak can be increased by at
least a factor 2 through semiconductor surface passivation from a fully
oxidized aluminum. Chapter 6 presented results on obtaining high lat-
eral resolution with AO using a metal mask defined by electron beam
lithography. Though high resolution was obtained, that recipe led to
unfavorable 2DEG properties such as low carrier mobility and noisy spec-
troscopy. With those results in mind, this final chapter will elaborate on
ideas on how to further improve the semiconductor and superconductor
properties of these hybrids, to enable the next generation of devices and
experiments.

The ideas are separated into four sections. First, unrelated to oxidation,
section 8.1 elaborates on thoughts on changes to the III/V heterostructure
stack that could be advantageous in the hunt for exotic physics like
Majorana modes, recall subsection 2.4.5. Section 8.2, elaborates the
problem of a time-dependent AO process and thoughts on how to solve
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it. Our ability of making high quality superconductor/semiconductor
junctions with AO can be affected by the time-dependence. Section 8.3
goes through ideas for masking that would work, even with a time-
dependence. Lastly, section 8.4 introduces ideas on how to obtain selective
areas of fully oxidized Al, without the use of electrochemical anodic
oxidation.

8.1 iii/v growth improvements with sb

Subsection 3.1.3 mentioned the use of GaSb substrates enabling growth
of high quality InAs quantum wells due to the close lattice match of GaSb
and InAs. Another use of Sb is to add it to the quantum well, forming
a InAsSb 2DEG. The ternary is interesting due to its strong spin-orbit
coupling. It is stronger than that of both InAs and InSb1 and therefore
would be useful for realizing Majorana modes, see subsection 2.4.5.
Besides controlling the lattice constant, the As/Sb ratio also changes the
size of the g-factor as well as the Fermi-level pinning.

Subsection 3.1.3 also mentioned the antimonides being prone to oxi-
dation compared with the arsenides. Besides avoiding pure AlSb (use
AlGaSb instead), a good habit is to arrange fab such that ALD is done
immediately after the mesa etch. This limits the amount of exposure
the antimonides have to ex-situ environments before being passivated by
ALD.

8.2 ao time-dependence

Besides the improvements to our AO process mentioned in subsec-
tion 3.3.3, its time-dependence could be looked into. Ideally, the oxidation
depth of barrier-type films is only dependent on one parameter: the an-
odization voltage VAO. With the GaAs based material, see section 4.1, we
were able to confirm that the oxidation depth, with the setup elaborated

1 Mentioned in this APS talk: https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2018APS.
.MARA07009P/abstract

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2018APS..MARA07009P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2018APS..MARA07009P/abstract
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in subsection 3.3.2, has an unintended time-dependence as well. This
was realized at the end of this study.

To verify a time-dependent oxidation, a test was conducted on Al
grown epitaxially on GaAs. With electron beam lithography a confined
region was defined on a newly-cleaved chip. Two-terminal resistance
was measured at room temperature with a DMM both prior to and after
AO. Electrical connection was established through aluminum bonds to
a glass slide with multible leads, see figure 3.12(c). Before AO, a low
resistance R ∼ 15 Ω of the metallic Al was measured. AO was done as
described in subsection 3.3.2, but at a low voltage VAO = 3.0 V and with
the process running for 25 min. After AO, the resistance was measured,
through the same bonds, to be R > 1 MΩ, indicating a full oxidation
of the aluminum. A low VAO (lower than any of the values used for
experiments in this thesis) could with enough time fully oxidize the
aluminum, thus indicating a time-dependence.

The time-dependent oxidation might have been accounted for by trying
other pH values for the ammonium tartrate electrolyte or even by trying
other electrolyte solutions. A material-related suspicion for the time-
dependence is the gain boundaries, which might be oxidized more easily
than the grains. Or maybe some grains oxidize faster than others. With
enough time, maybe the oxidation could soak through the weak points
and isolate the grains. This could be studied by comparing short AO
exposures with large VAO against long AO exposures with small VAO.

Getting rid of the time-dependence would significantly increase the
reproducibility of the AO process.

8.3 upgrading ao lithography

Though enabling good lateral resolution for electrochemical AO, the Ti
mask introduced in chapter 6 had limitations, which we suspect to be
related to the presence of Ti and/or TiOx. Two possible workarounds,
yet untested, are presented in this section.
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III/V
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AlOx
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Initial oxidation

Mask deposition

Final oxidation
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Ti
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Figure 8.1: Implementing Ti mask removal. An initial oxidation deter-
mines the desired final thickness of metallic Al. Ti is evap-
orated in regions desired to be superconducting. A final
oxidation is chosen to oxidize the exposed Al all the way
through, without going into the semiconductor. A selective
etch is implemented to remove the Ti mask.

8.3.1 Removing Ti mask selectively with dry etch

Karl Petersson recently mentioned2 that a flourine dry etch have great
selectivity in attacking Ti/TiOx over Al/AlOx. Implementing this could
allow for fabrication of devices with all the desired properties: Good lat-
eral resolution, optimal mobility for the III/V and flexibility in choosing a
desired Al thickness. This would be possible, even with a time-dependent
AO process. The fabrication order is displayed in figure 8.1.

First step would be to deposit alignment marks. Remember, refrain
from using Au marks for AO fab as mentioned in subsection 3.3.3. Ti/Al
marks could be used instead. A global anodic oxidation determines an
Al thickness. A Ti mask, > 5 nm thick3, should be evaporated in regions
desired to be superconducting, to shield the Al from a second AO that
oxidizes the exposed Al all the way down to the III/V. Lastly, a selective
dry etch would be used to strip the Ti. The whole chip would still be
covered with Al/AlOx, and is thus protected from the dry etch. Now, a

2 Private communication
3 The thicker films are easier to lift off without debris.
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III/V
Al
AlOx

Shallow etch Global AO

Figure 8.2: Shallow etch masking AO. A masked shallow etch followed
by a global AO can also be used to pattern anodic oxidation.

mesa etch could be executed followed by ALD and lastly gate deposition.
This process would also be compatible with Sb-based materials due to
the mesa etch being executed just before ALD.

One possible addition to the recipe is a few sec HF wet etch dip after
the dry etch,to remove any kind of surface damage/impurities done to
AlOx from the dry etch. This might make the surface AlOx a cleaner
dielectric with less charge noise.

8.3.2 Shallow etch mask

Another option for patterning AO is the use of a shallow wet or dry etch
to turn the epitaxial Al into its own mask, displayed in figure 8.2. As in
subsection 8.3.1, the figure shows the process steps in between alignment
marks and mesa etch.

Thought should be put into the choice of etch depth and VAO. One
constraint is that AO of the etched regions should oxidize all remaining
Al, but not attack the III/V. Thus the etch depth controls thickness
of remaining metallic aluminum. A shallow etch requires a big VAO,
resulting in little metallic Al remaining. A deeper etch only allows a
small VAO, thus giving a thicker metallic Al.

8.4 other techniques applying oxidation of al

Electrochemical anodic oxidation is not the only way to oxidize Al. This
section introduces two other methods for oxidizing epitaxial Al; local
anodic oxidation with AFM and growing Pb on top Al in-situ, before
breaking vacuum.
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8.4.1 Local anodic oxidation using AFM

Anodic oxidation with an atomic force microscope (AFM) is a well known
and established process [139, 140]. A moist atmosphere is used to trap
a water droplet in between the substrate and a conductive AFM tip. By
sourcing a voltage difference between tip and substrate, oxygen ions
from the water can be used for anodic oxidation. By the right choice
of parameters, a sub-100 nm oxidation line can be formed. To our
knowledge, no published study extensively studied how to control the
oxidation depth. As we saw in figure 5.3, an oxidation beyond the Al
and into the semiconductor decreases the mobility of the III/V. Thus, a
study is needed to find the set of parameters that allow for a consistent
and controlled oxidation depth, while maintaining good lithographic
resolution. Some of these parameters are: VAO, humidity, tip quality, tip
vibration, and distance between tip and substrate.

8.4.2 Growing Pb on top of Al

This final idea combines the two following results:

• Passivation of III/V through complete Al oxidation

• Enhancing the Al gap, ∆Al, by proximity effect of a second super-
conductor with a larger gap [108].

Instead of ex-situ deposition of the second superconductor, as in ref
[108], it should be grown epitaxially in-situ on top of the Al, ensuring
a good proximity effect between the two. This already puts limitations
on the choice of superconductor. Adding too much heat during the
growth increases the risk of the Al bulking up, thus it must be possible
to grow the second superconductor epitaxially at low temperatures. An-
other constraint is the existence of a process that selectively etches the
superconductor over Al. One great candidate is Pb.

Pb is a fragile material, but with good superconducting properties,
see figure A.1. Recently Pb was grown with epitaxial match on InAs
vapor-liquid-solid nanowires where it induced a large gap ∆∗ = 1.25 meV
that survived large magnetic fields Bc,|| > 8.5 T [92]. The Pb could be
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Figure 8.3: Process for Pb hybrid. Instead of pure epitaxial Al, an
Al/Pb/Al stack is grown. The aluminum layers are thin
enough to oxidize fully by themselves. Once taken out of
vacuum, the surface Al oxidizes naturally, passivating the Pb.
To make a junction, first the surface alumina is etched and
then the Pb is etched selectively without stripping the bottom
Al. Once being exposed, the bottom Al now oxidizes and
passivates the III/V.

etched by H2O, making it promising in terms of etch selectivity with Al,
but also worrying in terms of it being vulnerable. Therefor, a thin Al
layer could be grown on top of Pb for passivation. This is displayed in
figure 8.3 together with the proposed fab steps.

The proposed superconducting stack, to be put on top of a shallow
InAs 2DEG heterostructure is Al/Pb/Al, with both Al being ∼ 2− 3 nm.
The right thickness is not determined yet, but it should be a thickness
that allows the Al layers to oxidize fully by themselves when exposed to
atmosphere. Once the wafer is taken out of vacuum, the surface Al will
oxidize, creating an alumina passivation layer on the Pb.

To define junctions, the alumina and then the Pb has to be etched. The
post etch rinse for the alumina etch should not be H2O, but rather IPA,
which won’t etch the Pb. Therefore a developer for optical resist (like MF
321) is suggested for alumina etching. A couple options are available for
etching the Pb selectively:
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• H2O can be used, but the etch rate can only be controlled by tem-
perature. Mixing water with IPA creates a E-beam resist developer,
which would attack our resist mask. It might still work if the
patterned surface alumina serves as an etch mask.

• Nitric acid etches Pb4 and promotes Al oxidation [123], making
it an interesting candidate. A downside is that pure Nitric acid
strongly attacks E-beam resists5, and diluting it with IPA can
produce explosives [141]. Ideally, the etched surface alumina is
sufficient as a mask for the Pb etch.

• Acetic acid etches Pb as well4. Instead of oxidizing Al, it forms
aluminum acetate that prevents further corrosion6. Whether alu-
minum acetate would create electrostatic noise is, to our knowledge,
yet to be determined. Pure phosphoric acid attacks E-beam resists5

as well, but can safely be diluted with IPA. The dilution also allows
for good control of the etch rate.

The order of the different fab steps becomes important when incor-
porating Pb. We don’t yet know how fragile the exposed Pb edges will
be. Maybe, ALD should be done right after the Pb etch. On the other
hand, we should keep in mind that the mesa etch consists mostly of
water. Therefore, it could be preferable to do the Pb etch before the mesa
etch. The device designs should ensure that Pb edges are significantly
far away from the mesa edges and thus fully covered by resist during the
mesa etch step.

Maybe the solution is to have two separate Pb etches. An outer one,
prior to the mesa etch, and then an inner one for small features followed
by ALD.

4 https://database.metallographic.com/pace-etchant.php
5 https://www.industrialspec.com/resources/acrylic-aka-pmma-chemical-
compatiblity-chart

6 https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Acetic-acid

https://database.metallographic.com/pace-etchant.php
https://www.industrialspec.com/resources/acrylic-aka-pmma-chemical-compatiblity-chart
https://www.industrialspec.com/resources/acrylic-aka-pmma-chemical-compatiblity-chart
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Acetic-acid
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Heterostructures of shallow InAs 2DEGs capped with epitaxially grown
Al have enabled many publications within a few years and still leave
much work to be done. Especially when implementing new processes

and/or material combinations. Those results could then be transferred to
other hybrid material platforms such as vapor-liquid-solid nanowires

and selective-area-growth.
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A
S U P E R C O N D U C T I N G P R O P E RT I E S O F B U L K
E L E M E N T S

For comparison, a table of critical temperature and critical magnetic field
for bulk elemental superconductors is shown in figure A.1. Keep in mind
that larger critical temperatures and fields are found in some alloys and
by changing the shape, morphology and/or disorder of the elemental
superconductors.
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Figure A.1: Superconducting properties of bulk elements. Critical tem-
perature and field for bulk elements at atmospheric pressure.
Data extracted from [15]
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FA B R I C AT I O N R E C I P E S

This chapter includes all the recipes used for fabrication of devices pre-
sented in the this thesis. The recipes are not ordered chronologically.
Instead, each section should be read as a separate part and the complete
recipe for a given chip will be a collection of these parts. Here is an
overview of the different recipes presented:

b.1 Mixing ammonium tartrate for AO . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142

b.2 Initial clean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143

b.3 Evaporating Ti/Au alignment marks . . . . . . . . . . . . 143

b.4 Mesa etch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144

b.5 Aluminum etch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145

b.6 Ti mask for anodic oxidation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 147

b.7 E-Beam resist mask for anodic oxidation . . . . . . . . . . 147

b.8 Anodic oxidation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148

b.9 Etch of anodized Al . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149

b.10 Hafnia deposition with ALD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149

b.11 Inner gates deposition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150

b.12 Outer gates deposition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151

141
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Before going through all the recipes, we will elaborate one crucial part
for most of them. To obtain reproducible high resolution features with
electron beam lithography, proximity effect correction (PEC) needs to be
taken into use. Rather than exposing all features with a uniform exposure
time, PEC takes substrate-dependent back-scattering of electrons into
account, ensuring that PEC localized features like edges and corners
won’t be underexposed compared to the bulk. To do PEC, we implement
the program Beamer1. With a perfect PEC, a single dose is sufficient for
all features. The PEC in Beamer is developed for fab on silicon, where
the back-scattering is different from that of III/V. Even when we type in
the right material parameters, we still have to make small corrections to
the dose depending on the geometry of the exposed pattern. Another
useful parameter to change is the Clearing/Contrast setting in the PEC.
With 100% contrast, features will be sharp, but the bulk of big exposed
regions has a tendency of getting underexposed. With 100% clearing, the
bulk will not be underexposed at the cost of losing feature sharpness.

b.1 mixing ammonium tartrate for ao

Making tartaric acid:
Take bottle/jar with a volume ≥ 2 L
Add a magnet for stirring
Add 1455 g MQ water
Add 45 g Tartaric acid powder
Stir until powder is fully dissolved.

pH buffering with NH4OH:
Add NH4OH to increase pH to the desired value. Ref. [119] suggests a
pH of 5 to 5.5 to achieve a barrier type alumina film.

The pH increase is not linear, so add NH4OH carefully in small amounts
and measure pH in between each addition. At least 40 mL of NH4OH

(30% < konc. < 33%) was used.

1 https://www.genisys-gmbh.com/beamer.html

https://www.genisys-gmbh.com/beamer.html
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b.2 initial clean

Sonication in dioxolane for 5 min @ 80 kHz, 100% pwr.
Acetone Squirt, IPA squirt, Blow dry with nitrogen gun.

b.3 evaporating ti/au alignment marks

Resist:
EL6 @ 4000 RPM, 45 sec
185 degC for 3 min
A4 @ 4000 RPM, 45 sec
185 degC for 3 min

Exposure:
- Fine features: 500 pA, 150 µm field, 60k dots, dose of 0.08 µs/dot,
area dose: 640 µC/cm2, InP PEC, Optimal contrast.
Change beam with a 10 min wait time.
- Large features: 20 nA, 600 µm field, 20k dots, dose of 0.315 µs/dot,
area dose: 700 µC/cm2, InP PEC, 70 % Optimal contrast.

Develop:
60 sec MIBK:IPA, then 20 sec IPA, blowdry.
Ash 2 min

Evaporation:
No stage tilt or rotation

10 nm Ti
100 nm Au

Liftoff:
Couple hours in dioxolane, acetone squirt, IPA squirt, blow dry
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b.4 mesa etch

Resist:
A4 @ 4000 RPM, 45 sec, 185 degC for 3 min

Exposure:
- Fine features: 500 pA, 300 µm field, 60k dots, dose of 0.32 µs/dot, area
dose: 640 µC/cm2 w. InP PEC, 100 % Optimal contrast
Change beam with a 10 min wait time
- Large features: 20 nA, 600 µm field, 20k dots, dose of 0.2925 µs/dot,
area dose: 650 µC/cm2 w. InP PEC, 80 % Uniform clearing

Develop:
30 sec MIBK:IPA, then 15 sec IPA blowdry.
Ash 1 min
Post Bake: 2:00 min @ 115 degC

Al-etch:
Prepare 3 small beakers with equal amounts of liquid: two with Transene
Al etch D, the third with MQ water. Put all of them in a hot bath. Fill
up the water bath until its level matches the surface level of the beakers’
liquid. Set the water bath temperature to 52-53 degC and don’t put on
a lid. Once saturated, this results in a Transene temperature around 50

degC. The optimal set-point might vary between different setups. Take a
medium sized beaker and fill it with MQ as well. One Transene beaker is
used for etching, the other is used for temperature measurement with
a thermometer. Confirm Transene temperature before etching. Etching
procedure is (in all steps swirl rigorously.):
- (a): 6s in Al Etch D.
- (b): 20s in MQ in hotbath
- (c): 40s in MQ outside hotbath.
- Blowdry2

2 It is good practice to blowdry the chip, then blow dry the tweezers and then blow
dry the chip again. With wet tweezers, droplets will always be blown down on
the chip.
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The Transene etch time of 6 sec has been sufficient to clear all exposed
Al. For a growth with thicker Al, >6 sec might be necessary.

III/V-etch:
Using standard mesa etch solution:
H2O : C6H8O7 : H3PO4 : H2O2 (220:55:3:3 ratio). Use wide beaker
with magnetic stirrer. First, add water and start stirring. Add citric acid
and add H3PO4. H2O2 is added just before starting the Al etching step,
or a couple minutes before doing doing the etch.
Etch for 9:30 mins
Immediately after etching, wash in MQ water for 30 sec with rigorous
swirling followed by nitrogen blow dry.

Strip: >5 min in dioxalene, acetone squirt, IPA squirt, blow dry.

b.5 aluminum etch

Resist:
A4 @ 4000 RPM, 45 sec, 185 degC for 3 min

Exposure:
- Fine features: 100 pA, 150 µm field, 60k dots, dose of 0.38 µs/dot, area
dose: 608 µC/cm2 w. InP PEC, Optimal contrast
Change beam with a 10 min wait time
- Large features: 20 nA, 600 µm field, 20k dots, dose of 0.3 µs/dot, area
dose: 666.667 µC/cm2 w. InP PEC , Unifrom clearing

Develop:
30 sec MIBK:IPA, then 20 sec IPA, blowdry.
Ash 45 sec
Post Bake: 2 min @ 115degC
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Al-etch:
Prepare 3 small beakers with equal amounts of liquid: two with Transene
Al etch D, the third with MQ water. Put all of them in a hot bath. Fill
up the water bath until its level matches the surface level of the beakers’
liquid. Set the water bath temperature to 52-53 degC and don’t put on
a lid. Once saturated, this results in a Transene temperature around 50

degC. The optimal set-point might vary between different setups. Take a
medium sized beaker and fill it with MQ as well. One Transene beaker is
used for etching, the other is used for temperature measurement with
a thermometer. Confirm Transene temperature before etching. Etching
procedure (in all steps swirl rigorously.):
- (a): X s dip in Al Etch D.
- (b): 20 s in MQ in hotbath
- (c): 40 s in MQ outside hotbath.
- Blowdry
The exact length of X depends on a couple factors. The exact etch time-
dependence on your Al thickness and how new the Transene solution
is. A change of 0.5-1 s is significant here. Newer solutions seems to etch
faster. Also, different users might count the etch time differently. The
right etch time for a given user can be found by measuring the resulting
features in SEM or AFM and adjust the etch time accordingly. This recipe
should be able to result a etch run less than 10 nm, compared to designed
features. A good starting point is 5 sec.

Stripping resist:
>15 min dioxalene, acetone squirt, IPA dip, blow dry.
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b.6 ti mask for anodic oxidation

Resist:
A2 @ 4000 RPM, 45 sec, 185 degC for 3 min

Exposure:
- Fine features: 500 pA, 150 µm field, 60k dots, dose of 0.078 µs/dot, area
dose: 620 µC/cm2 w. InP PEC, optimal contrast.
Change beam with a 10 min wait time
- Large features: 20 nA, 600 µm field, 20k dots, dose of 0.3 µs/dot, area
dose: 666.667 µC/cm2 without PEC

Develop:
30 sec MIBK:IPA, then 10 sec IPA blowdry
Ash 45 sec

Evaporation:
No stage tilt or rotation
3 nm Ti, rate of 1.2 Å/s

Liftoff:
Sonication in Dioxolane for 5 min @ 80 kHz, 100% pwr.
Optical inspection in IPA to verify success of liftoff. Use more sonication
if needed.
Acetone squirt, IPA squirt and blow dry.

b.7 e-beam resist mask for anodic oxidation

Resist:
EL9 @ 4000 RPM, 45 sec, 185 degC for 3 min
EL9 @ 4000 RPM, 45 sec, 185 degC for 3 min
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Exposure:
Large features: 20 nA, 600 mu field, 20k dots, dose of 0.1575 us/dot, area
dose: 350 muC/cm2 w. InP PEC

Develop:
60 sec MIBK:IPA, then 20 sec IPA blowdry.
Ash 1 min

b.8 anodic oxidation

Sticking chip on glass slide:
Place droplet of A6 resist on glass slide and place the chip. Remember
the importance of orientation, recall figure 3.13.
Heat glass slide @ 115 degC for 3 min to harden the resist
Bonding from Ti/Au on glass slide to exposed regions on the chip

Anodic Oxidation at x.x V:
- Put in Tartaric Acid
- Put on alligators
- Ramp up to x.x V with 0.1 V/sec
- Let it sit at x.x V for 5 min
- Ramp down with 0.1 V/sec
- Unhook alligators
- Put in MQ

Remove chip from glass and strip resist:
Few minutes in dioxalene, acetone squirt, IPA squirt, blow dry
Sometimes, small residues, visible with optical microscope are left after
AO. These can be washed away in MQ water.
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b.9 etch of anodized al

Resist:
EL9 @ 4000 RPM, 45 sec, 185 degC for 3 min

Exposure:
Large features: 20 nA, 600 µm field, 20k dots, dose of 0.1 µs/dot, area
dose: 200 µC/cm2 w. GaAs3 PEC, 100 % Uniform clearing

Develop:
40 sec MIBK:IPA, then 20 sec IPA blowdry.
Ash 2 min
Reflow: 2 min @ 115 degC

MF 321 etch:
Put in 15 mL MF 321 for 5 min
Wash 30 sec in MQ

Strip Resist:
Dioxolane for ∼10 min, acetone squirt, IPA squirt, blow dry

b.10 hafnia deposition with ald

Baking
After loading the chip, pump for 10 hours with stages heated to 95 degC.

Growing Hafnia
Set stage temperatures to 90 degC.
Stabilize only the inner heater.
The following sequence is run 120 times:

3 Or InP, depending on substrate. Remember to also change the area dose according
to the substrate
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• Hf pulse, 0.5 s

• wait 180 sec

• H2O pulse, 0.02 s

• wait 180 sec

The 120 rounds will deposit ∼14 nm of hafnia.

b.11 inner gates deposition

Resist:
A4 @ 4000 RPM, 45 sec, 185 degC for 3 min

Exposure:
Fine features: 100 pA, 150 µm field, 60k dots, dose of 0.38 µs/dot, area
dose: 608 µC/cm2, InP PEC, Optimal contrast

Develop:
30 sec MIBK:IPA, then 15 sec IPA and blowdry.
Ash 1 min

Evaporation:
No stage tilt or rotation
3 nm Ti
20 nm Au

Liftoff:
Leave in Dioxolane 1/2 hour or more
Acetone squirt, IPA squirt and blow dry
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b.12 outer gates deposition

Resist:
EL9 @ 4000 RPM, 45 sec, 185 degC for 3 min
EL9 @ 4000 RPM, 45 sec, 185 degC for 3 min
A4 @ 4000 RPM, 45 sec, 185 degC for 3 min

Exposure:
- Fine features: 500 pA, 300 µm field, 60k dots, dose of 0.32 µs/dot, area
dose: 640 µC/cm2, w. InP PEC 60/40 Contrast/Clearing.
Change beam with a 10 min sec wait time.
- Large features: 20 nA, 600 µm field, 20k dots, dose of 0.315 µs/dot, area
dose: ∼700 µC/cm2, w. InP PEC, 30/70 Contrast/Clearing.
- Gate bonding squares: 20 nA, 600 µm field, 20k dots, dose of 0.315

µs/dot, area dose: ∼700 µC/cm2, without PEC

Develop:
40 sec MIBK:IPA, then 20 sec IPA and blowdry.
Ash 1 min.

Evaporation:
Stage rotation with ∼1 revolution pr 2 sec.
10 nm Ti, 5 deg stage tilt, rate <1 Å/s
50 nm Au, 5 deg stage tilt, rate ∼1.5 Å/s
250 nm Au, 0 deg stage tilt, rate ∼1.5 Å/s
50 nm Au, 10 deg stage tilt, rate ∼1.5 Å/s

Liftoff:
Scratch chip on the side to help dioxolane get under the Ti/Au.
Leave in dioxolane for an hour or more.
Acetone squirt and hard IPA squirt.
Check under microscope while still in IPA.
Spray IPA until excess Au is cleared.
Blow dry.
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This chapter includes data that was mentioned, but not shown, in various
main text chapters.
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c.6 Magnetoresistivity study of 4.2 V, α . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163
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c.1 R(B, T) of al on gaas

(c)

(a) (b)

Figure C.1: Resistivity isotherms of Al on GaAs as a function of B||. All
three devices are included: (a) AOI bar. (b) AOII bar. (c) As-
grown Al, AGGaAs bar. For (a) and (b) the lowest temperature
plotted is 1 K, where both devices stay superconducting
beyond 6 T. The data was used to extract Bc,||(T) for figure 4.3
in the main text.
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Figure C.2: Resistivity isotherms of Al on GaAs as a function of B⊥.
Measurements from the AOII bar. The data was used to
extract Bc,⊥(T) for figure 4.3 in the main text.

c.2 R(B, T) of al on inas

Figure C.3: Resistivity isotherms from VAO = 4.2 V of device α, as a
function of B⊥. The data was used to extract Bc,⊥(T) for
figure 5.2(c) in the main text.
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(d)

Figure C.4: Resistivity isotherms as a function of B|| for bars anodized
at 3.5 V and 4.2 V on device α and β. The data has bar-labels
in the top-left corner of each sub-figure. The data was used
to extract Bc,||(T) for figure 5.2(a) in the main text.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure C.5: Hall measurements for 4.8 V Hall bar on device β.
(a) Carrier density as a function of top-gate voltage. (b)
Carrier mobility as a function of top-gate voltage. (c) Carrier
mobility as a function of carrier density.

c.3 carrier properties of hall bar anodized at 4.8 V, β

In addition to the anodized Hall bars mentioned in the main text sec-
tion 5.3, another Hall bar, also exposed to AO at 4.8 V but on device
β, was fabricated and measured, see figure C.5. Its mobility peak of
67 · 103 cm2/Vs at ne = 7.7 · 1011 cm−2 is slightly lower than the 4.8 V
bar in the main text, which had 80 · 103 cm2/Vs at an equal density. The
corresponding longest le is 971 nm, calculated by equation 2.17.

As mentioned in the main text subsection 3.3.3 the used AO setup is
not sufficient to reproduce results close to full oxidation of the Al, where
a small change in oxidation depth significantly impacts superconducting
properties before full oxidation. After full Al oxidation the semiconductor
properties are sensitive the oxidation depth.
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c.4 quantum hall effect of hall bar with VAO = 4.8 V, β

(b)

Figure C.6: Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations and Hall quantization
from Hall bar with VAO = 4.8 V on device β.
Longitudinal (a) and Hall (b) resistivities as a function of B⊥
for different top-gate voltages in between 0 and −2.5 V in
steps of 0.5 V. Hall resistivity is displayed in integer fractions
of h/e2, with even and odd denominators being marked by
dashed and solid lines respectively.
Data is extracted from maps in figure C.7.

Figure C.6 and C.7 presents high perpendicular magnetic fields data from
the Hall bar anodized at 4.8 V from device β.

Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations are observed in figure C.6(a) and ρxx

almost reaches zero for intermediate B⊥. Therefore, the plateaus in Hall
resistivity, seen figure C.6(b), are close to the expected integer values.
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(b)

(c)

(a)

Figure C.7: Quantum Hall measurements for Hall bar with VAO =
4.8 V on device β.
2D maps of the Hall (a) and longitudinal (b) resistivities as
a function of B⊥ and top-gate VTG. Extracted filling factors
are indicated on the maps. (c) Same data as shown in (b), but
without color saturation, allowing us to see more features
including the weak localization peak around zero perpendic-
ular magnetic field and negative top-gate voltages. Arrows
in (b-c) highlight additional resonances.
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Weak localization is also present in ρxx of this Hall bar similar to that
observed in the 4.8 V Hall bar on device α from main text.

Inspecting the ρxx data from figure C.6(a) and C.7(b-c), we again see
additional resonances (marked by arrows in figure C.7), similar to those
observed in figure 5.4 and 5.5 of the main text. Both bars showing similar
resonances indicates that they are material or process related, not just a
spurious effect on a single device.

Number of edge modes, ν, is extracted from figure C.7(a) and added
to the ρxx map. We observe, as for the VAO = 4.8V Hall bar on device α,
that crossing the resonance in figure C.7(b) (marked by red arrows) adds
1 to ν.
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c.5 other ao-defined josephson junctions

Besides the Josephson junction (JJ) reported in chapter 6, other JJs were
fabricated on the same chip with increased separations, ζ, between the
superconducting leads, indicated on figure C.8(a). The rest of the figure
shows supercurrent gate-ability and Fraunhofer oscillations in JJs with
ζ = 200 nm, 300 nm, and 400 nm. We have thus shown that thin
elongated structures reproducibly can be manufactured with AO using a
metal mask.

The gate voltages used for scans in figure C.8 are shown in the table
below:

ζ Vw (V) VTG (V) in Fraunhofer scan

200 nm -1.2 -0.56

300 nm -1.50 0.36

400 nm -0.70 -0.55
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(b)

100 nm

ζ

(a)

200 nm JJ
(e)

400 nm JJ

(d)

300 nm JJ
(f )

400 nm JJ
(g)

(c)

300 nm JJ

200 nm JJ

Figure C.8: Other AO-defined Josephson Junctions Data from other
Josephson junctions (JJs) on the same chip as the 100 nm
devices reported in chapter 6. (a) Schematic of the design
shape of Al for the JJs, introducing the superconductor sep-
aration, ζ. (b-d) Resistance as a function of DC current bias
and top-gate voltage, for devices with ζ = 200 nm, 300 nm,
and 400 nm. The maps share color bar. (e-g) Resistance as a
function of DC current bias and perpendicular magnetic field,
for devices with ζ = 200 nm, 300 nm, and 400 nm, marked
in right corner of each sub-figure. The maps share color bar.
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(a)

(b)

Figure C.9: Magneto-resistivity isotherms from bar α. (a) Longitudinal
and (b) Hall magneto-resistivity isotherms were measured
simultaneously. Crossing of isotherms, Bc

xx are marked with
dots and Bc

xy with stripes. The data of (a) is the same pre-
sented in figure C.3.

c.6 magnetoresistivity study of 4.2 V, α

Chapter 7 studied magnetoresistivity of the 4.2 V anodized Hall bar on
device β as a function of B⊥, T and IDC. In this section we show similar
studies for the 4.2 V Hall bar but from device α. In this section, we will
just call the two VAO = 4.2 V Hall bars α and β. As seen on figure 5.2, α

had Bc,⊥ ∼ 3 T, lower than the Bc,⊥ ∼ 3.5 T of β, suggesting the latter to
be thinner and/or have more disorder.

From the Hall slope of figure C.9(b) at high temperature, we extract
a density ne = 1.47 · 1012 cm−2. This is higher than the 1.15 · 1012 cm−2

extracted from β. The difference could be due to a higher density con-
tribution from the Al, again suggesting more metallic Al being present
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(b)

(a)

Figure C.10: Magneto-resistivity isotherms from bar α. Same data as
on figure C.9, bot plotted on a log-scale to highlight the
small but finite (a) longitudinal and (b) Hall resistivity for
B < Bc,⊥. Resistivity oscillations such as those observed in
bar β, figure 7.3, are not as clear for this slightly thicker Al
film.
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Figure C.11: Comparing Rxx(B⊥) and Rxy(B⊥). Both resistances are
plotted for three different temperatures, 20 mK, 500 mK,
and 1.2 K.

in α. The density extracted from the high temperature oscillations of ρxx

and ρxy are ∼ 7.2 · 1011 cm−2 and 7.6 · 1011 cm−2, respectively. These
are extracted as in the main text: A smoothing spline is used to remove
the background and fast Fourier transform with a Hamming window is
used to extract the period of the data when plotted versus 1/B⊥. Density
is then calculated using equation 2.34.

Isotherm crossings are also observed for both ρxx and ρxy in α, see
figure 5.2. As for β, we observe Bc

xx > Bc
xy, opposite to other reports in

the literature [47, 48].
As for β we see finite resistivities in α for intermediate B⊥ < Bc,⊥,

when plotting ρxx and ρxy on a log scale, displayed on figure C.10.
The resistivities in α are smaller than those measured in β and clear
oscillations as on figure 7.3 are not observed. Thus the amplitude of the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

=1.7 T

2.5 T

2.7 T

2.9 T

3.5 T

=1.7 T

2.5 T
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2.9 T
3.5 T

2.0 T2.5 T

3.0 T 3.5 T

1.7 T 1.5 T 1.3 T

3.5 T
3.0 T

2.5 T 2.0 T 1.7 T 1.5 T 1.3 T

1.0 T

(e) (f)

1.0 T

Figure C.12: IDC dependence of ρxx and ρxy, measured at T = 20 mK.
(a) Longitudinal and (b) Hall resistivity as a function of
DC current and perpendicular field. (c,e) Longitudinal and
(d,f) Hall resistivity as a function of DC current for various
perpendicular fields. Data extracted from (a) and (b).
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small resistances and their oscillations seem to be correlated with the
amount of disorder in the aluminum.

A striking observation in chapter 7 was that Rxx = Rxy for the small
resistances. This also is the case for α, displayed figure C.11.

A current dependence study of α is presented in figure C.12. Here,
there is no clear evidence of vortex creep besides just before Ic. This
suggests a stronger vortex pinning than for β, where a significant vortex
motion was observed, causing finite longitudinal voltage drop, reported
in figure 7.7(a).





D
L A N D AU - B Ü T T I K E R A N A LY S I S W I T H Rxx = Rxy

Based on the Rxx = Rxy observation made in chapter 7 and section C.6, a
Landauer-Büttiker analysis [16] was executed. Figure D.2 shows voltage
probe naming convention, while figure D.2 shows the setups used for the
analyses. A current is sourced between probe 1 and 4, while probes 2, 3, 5,
and 6, have high impedance and are only used for voltage measurements.
In the two experiments only one set of Vxx and Vxy was measured,
but the following analysis assumes that Rxx = Rxy is true in all four
configurations:

|V6 −V5| = |V2 −V3| = |V2 −V6| = |V3 −V5| (D.1)

In the analysis, we will use the term "common probe", which denotes the
probe being used for both longitudinal and Hall voltage drop.

V1

V2 V3

V5V6

V4

Figure D.1: Voltage probes on Hall bar
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V1

V2 V3

V5V6

I
B

V2 V3

V4

V5V6

I
B

V1

V2 V3

V5V6

I
B

(a)

(b)

(c)

V   > V   > V2 6 V5

V   > V   > V2 3 V5

V   > V   > V5 3 V2

V   > V   > V5 6 V2

V   > V   > V6 2 V3

V   > V   > V6 5 V3

Figure D.2: Setups used for Landauer-Büttiker analysis. (a) Current
runs from probe 1 to 4. (b) Current runs from probe 4 to 1.
(c) Current runs from probe 1 to 4, but B is reversed.
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We start with the configuration of figure D.2(a). The calculations,
displayed in table 4, predict a diagonal voltage drop VD = V6 −V3 = 0.

Common probe

6

I · RL = V6 −V5

I · RH = V2 −V6

}
→ 2V6 = V2 + V5

5

I · RL = V6 −V5

I · RH = V3 −V5

}
→ V6 = V3

3

I · RL = V2 −V3

I · RH = V3 −V5

}
→ 2V3 = V2 + V5

2

I · RL = V2 −V3

I · RH = V2 −V6

}
→ V6 = V3

Table 4: Landau-Bütikker calculations using setup from figure D.2(a) and
the condition equation D.1. Combining results from common
probe 6 and 3, we find the same result as the two others: V6 = V3.

Changing the current direction, figure D.2(b), results in the same
condition, here only shown for the common probe 5 calculation:

I · RL = V5 −V6

I · RH = V5 −V3

}
→ V6 = V3. (D.2)

Changing the field-direction instead, see figure D.2(c), leads to another
condition, here shown from the common probe 6 calculation:

I · RL = V6 −V5

I · RH = V6 −V2

}
→ V2 = V5. (D.3)

We now find a prediction for the off-diagonal voltage drop

VD = V5 −V2 = 0. (D.4)

These predictions could easily be tested with another cool down.
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